
Title Synopsis Author ISBN Retail Price

ABSOLUTE  SURRENDER The condition of God’s blessing is absolute surrender of all into His hands Murray, Andrew  978.08836.80933  £5.99

ACTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT What the Holy Spirit did through the Apostles, He wants to do through YOU.  Learn 

how God uses all types of people to change nations 2,000 years ago; then get ready 

to experience that same power in your own life.

Hickey, Marylin 1-5644.1023-4 6.99

AFRICAN HARVEST This extraordinary chronicle of a man and the organisation he founded is in truth an 

account of how the Holy Spirit has been working across Africa over the last 40 years.
Coomes, Anne 1-8542.4599-6 £9.99

ALIVE IN THE SPIRIT 50 day experience bringing you closer to the Holy Spirit Calver, Clive 1-5918.5872-0 £9.99

ALL IN GOD’S TIME What to do when you are waiting for God to tell you what to do. Tompkins, Iverna 0-8841.9422-1 £8.50

ALL OF GRACE The infinite love of God  Spurgeon, C H 978.08836.88573 £8.50

AN INVITATION TO FRIENDSHIP These intimate letters from the Father to you, His child, reveal His passion, dreams 

and love.  As you read these messages you will be drawn ever closer into the 

unspeakable joy of His embrace.  His touch will change you forever!

Slagle, Charles  0-7684.2013-X £9.99

ANATOMY OF GOD, THE This book is an invitation to see God at work in us, for us and through us.  Dr. Ulmer 

introduces us to the Father as we seldom see Him - touchable, emotional and 

accessible.

Ulmer, Dr. Kenneth  0-8836.8711-9 £8.99

ANCIENT WELLS LIVING WATER Rod Parsley  unlocks for you the secret to spiritual rejuvenation, found in ancient wells 

of a bygone era.
Parsley, Rod 0-8841.9942-8 £19.99

ANGEL BOOK, THE Charles and Frances Hunter describe their own personal encounters with angels and 

what the Bible tells us about these messengers of God.  They report on the different 

kinds of angels and their roles, how God’s messengers can impact your life and how 

to experience the presence of God.

Hunter, Charles & Francis 0-8836.8598-1 £9.99

ANGELS This book takes you on a fantastic journey of angelic intervention in Bible times and in 

the lives of the authors, Charles and Annette Capps.  The ministry of angels is part of 

the salvation that God has given and a valid ministry in the earth today.  Discover how 

the supernatural deliverance of angels can start changing your life!

Capps, Charles & Anne 0-8927.4308-5 £6.50

ANGELS ON ASSIGNMENT Roland Buck describes his personal encounters with angels and what the Bible tells 

us about these messengers of God..  As you read this book you will gain increased 

faith and confidence in God's plan for your life.

Buck, Roland 0-8836.8697-X £10.99

ANGELS ON ASSIGNMENT The Mizpah covenant forges a protective angelic barrier around your loved ones and 

you, especially when you are apart from one another.  This book is filled with faith 

building stories.

Stone, Perry 978.15997.97526 £12.99

ANGEL AND THE JUDGMENT, THE Few understand the power of our judgments - or the aftermath of the words we speak 

in thoughtless, emotional pain.  In this powerful story, see how the heavens respond 

and how the earth is changed by the words we utter in secret.

Nori, Don 1-5604.3154-7  12.99

ANOINTING FOR LOVED ONES 

SALVATION  

Testimonies providing stunning evidence that God can save our lost loved ones, no 

matter how hopeless they may seem.
Hemry & Lynnes 978.08836.86881 £9.99

ANOINTING FOR PROTECTION Testimonies of how God’s anointing gave protection  from life-threatening situations. Hemry & Lynnes 978.08836.86898 £9.99

ANOINTING, THE God wants to give His anointing to everyone.  But have you stepped into your fullness 

and potential?  Don’t let your past ruin what God has for you today.  Don’t be too busy 

to hear His voice.  Learn how to wait patiently for God’s perfect timing and the 

promotion that will be here tomorrow.

Kendall, R T 978.15918.51721 £12.50
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ANSWER, THE In a world full of puzzling problems, it’s nice to find a source of practical solutions.  

From God’s own Word, R A Torrey delves into the specifics of what Christianity is all 

about and offers biblically sound responses to many  probing questions.

Torrey, R A  0-8836.8539-6 £3.50

ANSWERED PRAYER The utmost possibilities of payer have rarely been realised.  The promises of God are 

answered to those who truly pray.  All God asks is that, when we pray, we believe Him 

and that His promises in His Word are true.

Bounds E M 0-8836.8392-X £4.99

ANSWERING GOD’S PRAYER Featuring meditations from the best-selling book God’s Dream Team, this personal 

journal includes outstanding new material from Tommy Tenney and contributions from 

fellow God chasers including Francis Frangipane and A W Tozer.

Tenney, Tommy 0-8307.2578-4 10.99

ANSWERS AWAITING IN THE 

PRESENCE OF GOD

This book will help you discover the keys to living in God’s presence and staying in His 

presence.  You don’t need to search anywhere else for the answers to your problems.  

Your answers are waiting in the presence of God.

Dollar, Creflo A  0-8927.4794-3 10.99

APOCALYPTIC PROPHECY, THE 

(Hardcover)

Reconciling today's global events with end-time prophecy. Cho, David Yonggi 0-8841.9492-2 £12.99

APPLYING THE KINGDOM Applying the Kingdom provides important context to living an abundant life through 

absolute priority for the Kingdom of God.
Munroe, Myles  978.07684.24898 £19.99

AROUND THE WICKET GATE The greatest of all tragedies must be that of the person who dies just outside the gate 

of life.  They are standing, as it were, just outside the wicket gate to the church 

grounds - seeing the beauty of the building, knowing the people going in - but not 

stepping over the threshold themselves.

Spurgeon C H 978.09067.31543 £5.50

ART OF COMPASSION Challenged by the pverty he saw all over the world, musician Martin Smith of the band 

Delirious gathered together twelve of today's most talented and respected Christian 

singer-songwriters, to write and record an album of songs with the direct aim of the 

relief of global poverty.  This book is the record of the journeys that brought them 

there.

978.03409.79259 £12.99

AS AMERICA HAS DONE TO ISRAEL Costing hundreds of lives and causing hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of 

damage, dozens of disasters, including devastating earthquakes, raging fires, 

hurricanes, floods, tsunamis and tornadoes, have hit America - and always within 

twenty-four hours of putting pressure on Israel.

McTernan, John P 978.16037.40388 £11.99

AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE From mirth and merriment to painful trial and error, this father of five reveals the 

Answer he has found to the generation gap, the communication gap and most of all - 

the love gap.

Priolo, Louis A 0-8836.8245-1 £1.95

BARNES NOTES Genesis (0-8010.0835-2); Acts - Romans (0-8010.0844-1);  Corinthians - Galatians (0-

8010.0846-8); Ephesians - Philemon (0-8010.0847-6); Hebrews - Jude (0-8010.0848-

4); Revelation (0-8010.0849-2).

Albert Barnes 9.50 Each

BECOMING LUCY (Fiction) In 1896, after her parents’ deaths, seventeen year old heiress |Lucinda Bishop is sent 

to Oklahoma to live with her aunt and uncle.  But Oklahoma ranch life brings her more 

than she bargained for when she meets ranch hand Jake Starnes, a drifter who is 

running from his past.  As her friendship with Jake grows, Lucinda faces emotions 

she’s never before experienced. 

Rogers, Martha 978.15997.99124 £8.99

BECOMING A VESSEL OF HONOUR The purpose of this book is to help you understand the rapidly expanding world of the 

occult so that you can not only cleanse yourself from any involvement in it, but also so 

that you can avoid its traps

Brown, Rebecca 0-8836.8322-4 £9.99

BEHIND THE POWER Dr. Turner pulls back the public veil so that we can take a peek at the beauty and 

warmth of the majestic strength that lies behind every man.  It is the hidden power of 

his wife.

Turner, Dr. Wanda 0-7684.3032-1 £9.99
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BETRAYAL Betrayal comes in many forms.  In these pages are various accounts of people on 

both sides, the betrayer and the one betrayed, each riveting and dramatic.  It is very 

possible you may find your story in these pages.  One thing is for certain, you will find 

healing for your deepest cut.

Kornacki, Carol 978.15997.92439  £9.75

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH This book provides you a road map that will lead you into your ‘promised lane.’  With 

colourful descriptions of ‘promised lane’ living, Ellis offers hope and encouragement to 

the weary wanderer.

Ellis, Neil C  0-7684.3038-0 £11.99

BEYOND CHAOTIC EATING Writing from her own experience as an ex-anorexic and as a counsellor, Helena 

Wilkinson explores the underlying contributory factors to eating disorders and provides 

guidelines for full recovery.

Wilkinson, Helena 978.19039.05111 £8.99

BEYOND SINGLENESS This is a book for both the married and the single as it attempts to bridge the gap 

which can exist between the two.  It looks at how some unhelpful stereotyped ideas 

can be challenged and changed and how communication and understanding can be 

developed.

Wilkinson, Helena 978.19039.05296 £9.99

BEYOND THE SHADOW OF DOUBT

Journey beyond your deepest hidden doubts and find healing and wholeness!  Step 

into the world of Simon Peter as he shines a light of truth into those shadows.  You will 

find freedom from the uncertainty that undermines your confidence as you uncover the 

dreams that God has placed within you.

Chironna, Dr. Mark 0-8841.9731-X £13.99

BIBLE COMMENTARY SET 4 volume commentary set on the whole Bible World 0-5290.7203-3 £7.99

BIBLE CURE - Add & Hyperactivity Ancient truths, natural remedies and the latest findings for your health. Colbert, Don MD 0-8841.9744-7 £5.99

BIBLE CURE - Diabetes Ancient truths, natural remedies and the latest findings for your health. Colbert, Don MD 0-8841.9648-8 £5.99

BIBLE CURE - Osteoporosis Ancient truths, natural remedies and the latest findings for your health. Colbert, Don MD 0-8841.9681-X £5.99

BIBLE CURE, NEW - Osteoporosis Ancient truths, natural remedies and the latest findings for your health. Colbert, Don MD 978.15997.97571 £6.99

BLOOD IN THE SAND Understanding the Middle East conflict - the stakes, the dangers and what the Bible 

says about the future.
Hinn, Benny 978.15997.97700 £12.99

BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, THE LARGE PRINT - Green (Hardback) 0-5215.0623-9 £15.95

BREAKING THE POWER This book will answer many questions for Christians who cannot overcome wrong 

behaviours, Christians who do not know how to receive God's unconditional love and 

who live in the torment of fear and shame.

Savard, Liberty 0-8827.0699-3 £9.99

BREAKING THE SPIRIT OF 

POVERTY

Learn how to manage the gifts and blessings of God from a man who has been right 

where you are.  It's time for you to have hope in the promises of God and faith in His 

provisions as you break free from the spirit of poverty

Montgomery, Ed 0-8841.9549-X £9.50

BREAKTHROUGH CELL GROUPS
How one American church reaches people for Christ through creative small groups

Hurston, Karen 1-8808.2831-6 £12.50

BURIED TALENTS A guide to discovering your God given talents through the book of Jonah. Atkinson, Terry 1-8997.2103-7 £8.99

BY THEIR FRUITS. The lasting impact of the Toronto Blessing in the UK Multiple authors 1-8602.4396-7 £6.99

CALL OF GOD, THE This book encourages pastors and leaders not to be intimidated by others with God's 

call, instead it teaches how to nourish and develop these individuals to effectively 

proclaim the gospel of the Kingdom.

Edwards, Jefferson 1-5622.9406-7 8.99

CALLED, APPOINTED, ANOINTED How to prepare your life to be a vessel for the anointing and glory of God Grein Janny 0-8927.4354-9 £5.99

CALVIN'S COMMENTARIES

Volumes 2 & 3 (Exodus to Deut) Vol 4 (Joshua & Ps1-33); Vol 5 (Ps 36-92); Vol 6 (Ps 

93-150); Vol 7 (Is. 1-32); Vol 8 (Is 33-66); Vol 9 (Jer. 1-19); Vol 10 (Jer. 20-47); Vol 11 

(Jer.48-52, Lamentations , Ezekiel 1-12); Vol 16 Math, Mark & Luke); Vol 17 (Math, 

Mark, Luke, John 1-11); Vol 18 (John 12-21, Acts 1-13); Vol 20 (1 Cor. & 2 Cor.) 

0-8010.2440-4
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CAN I REALLY BELIEVE?
Dr. Vos addresses your honest, tough questions and demonstrates the actual truth - 

the genuine basis in fact - of Christian belief on such topics as the existance of God, 

Bible miracles, Christ as man and God and the resurrection.

Vos, Dr. 0-5291.0254-4 £5.95

CASTING OUT DEMONS The devil has been successfully deluding mankind into thinking he does not really 

exist.  Whyte addresses such subjects as:  the strange world of spirits; the 

personalities of demons; the snare of deceptions; understanding your authority; the 

force of the bloodline. 

Whyte, Maxwell HA 0-8836.8468-3 £4.50

CAUGHT BETWEEN A DREAM AND 

A JOB

This book will help you move from working to pay bills to a life of significance, 

meaning and excitement; a life of hope and expectation.

McNeal II, Delatorro L 978.15997.93337 £8.99

CELEBRATE CHANGE Immensely practical yet deeply spiritual, crossing many barriers, this book is a great 

counsellor's tool to help heal the wounded.
Turner, Dr. Wanda 0-7684.3031-3 £9.99

CELL GROUP LEADER TRAINING - 

Participants Guide

Discover the principles and techniques that will give you the confidence to lead an 

effective small group.  This book will guide you through time tested training which has 

been used around the world by churches of all sizes.

Boren M. & Tillman D 1-8808.2839-1 £9.99

CHEQUEMATE
The Game of Princes.  The New World Order:  Dark conspiracy or benevolent master 

plan.  How it affects you and the sovereignty of America. This is not a book about the 

end of America.  It is the book about the end of The Game of Princes!

Baker, Jeffrey A 0-8836.8383-0 £7.50

CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY OF 

EDUCATION EXPLAINED (hardcover) The author explains the Christian philosophy of Education and challenges the Church 

to make a Christian response to the deterioration of Christian values in schools.

Perks, Stephen C 0-9518.8990-7 £8.95

CHRISTIAN SET YOURSELF FREE Proven guidelines to self deliverance from demonic oppression Powerll, Graham & Shirley 1-8524.0135-1 £7.99

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY This is a reader-friendly overview of the ways Christians over the centyuries have 

approached God in prayer and practice.  This is a book about the dynamics of spiritual 

life.

Cunningham, LS & Egan, 

KJ

978.08091.36605 £9.50

CHRISTIANITY IN THE CROSSHAIRS
Tested in the fires of life, these truths are not peppered with religious rhetoric but are 

living principles that will encourage, motivate and hopefully provoke you into action as 

you stand in the crosshairs of the enemy who seeks to destroy your dream.

Wilson, Bill 978.07684.29688 £9.99

CHURCH OF THE 3RD MILLENNIUM Living in the Spirit and the Power of the Elijah years Dupont, Marc A 1-5604.3194-6 6.99

CRYSTAL CHRISTIANITY In this book, Finney pinpoints many serious roadblocks to personal revival.  He shows 

how Father God wants to set your heart ablaze and make you a sparkling Crystal 

Christian.

Finney, CG 0-8836.8171-4 £2.50

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE 

DIVINE KIND

Making contact with God, the ultimate extraterrestrial Ahn, Che 978.15997.90725 £9.99

COME DOWN DARK PRINCE A strategy for City taking. Bernal, Dick 0-8836.8282-6 £1.95

COMMON LAW WIVES & 

CONCUBINES

Essays on Covenantal Christianity and Contemporary Western Culture Perks, Stephen C 0-9522.0587-4 £13.95

COMMUNICATION, SEX & MONEY Ed Cole address the three most common obstacles that challenge relationships 

between men and women.
Cole, Edwin Louis 1-5777.8081-7 £5.99

CONSCIENCE   An exegetical exposition of Luke 11: 33-36 from the Greek text Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7555-2

CONTENDING FOR THE HEART The hidden key to your child's behaviour Ertel, Jim 978.16068.30116 £11.99

CROSSING RIVERS TAKING CITIES
To unlock your future and that of the city where you live you need the right keys.

Damazio, Frank 0-8307.2392-7 9.99

COURAGE Building the character of a champion. Cole, Edwin Louis 1-5777.8046-9 £3.99

DAILY EXPERIENCE WITH GOD How to practice the presence of God so that you will discover the peace you have 

been searching for.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8570-1 £3.25
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DAILY POWER OF PRAYER 365 Devotional based on several of Myles Munroe's best books - Hardback Munroe, Myles 978.08836.87994 £12.99

DARE TO SUCCEED A treasury of inspiration and wisdom for life and career Crouch, Van 1-5777.8045-0 £6.25

DEEPER LEVEL, A Worship is more than singing songs.  As you journey with Israel Houghton you will 

experience a powerful life change that will take you to a deeper level.
Houghton, Israel 978.08836.88045 £8.99

DEFENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN 

STATE

In this book, Stephen Perks sets out to show that religious neutrality in the political 

sphere is impossible.  That all States, including s-called secular States, are religious 

institutions.  

Perks, Stephen C 0-9522.0582-3 £12.95

DELIVERER, THE  (Fiction) Samanatha Yale has taken on a daunting translation project.  A set of scrolls, 

delivered by a man she knows nothing about, tells a fascinating and frightening tale of 

what went on behind the scenes of biblical history.  What is even more incredible is 

how is telling the tale - a fallen angel who immediately regretted his decision to side 

with Lucifer.

Rios Brook, Linda 978.15997.94761 £11.50

DEMONS, THE ANSWER BOOK Lester Sumrall shows from the Scripture that we can wage war on the devil and win 

through the power given us by Jesus Christ.
Sumrall, Lester 0-8836.8329-6 £4.50

DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES OF THE 

BIBLE O/T Edition

This book takes a fresh look at 22 women of the Old Testament and their revealing 

stories.  They were not included because they were perfect.  Hardly! But, their lives 

speak to the needs of today's women.

Strand, Robert 1-5816.9189-0 £8.99

DESTINED TO MATURE Being a Christian involves more than getting saved and then hanging on until you 

reach heaven.  God has a special plan and purpose for your life.  This book will help 

your faith grow in power and love.

Derstine, Gerald 0-8836.8147-1 £1.95

DESTINY JUNCTION  (Fiction)
Behind every door is a life, and behind every life is a destiny.  Perhaps it's your story?

Phillips, Michael 0-7684.2062-8 £9.99

DEVIL'S DOOR, THE The greatest from of spiritual warfare for any Christian is the powerful force of an 

obedient life.
Bevere, John 0-8841.9442-6 £10.99

DID JESUS TEACH CAPITALISM? An exegetical exposition of the parable of the Pounds. Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7548-X £3.99

DISCIPLINE & DISCOVERY Discover the joy and freedom of the disciplined life. Day, Albert E 0-8836.8203-6 £4.99

DIVINE HEALING There are many questions about divine healing.  Writing from his own experience, 

Murray examines what the Bible says about sickness and what we can do to obtain 

healing in Christ.

Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8642-2 £8.50

DIVINE REVELATION OF 

DELIVERANCE

Many Christians wonder why they can't overcome sins and temptations and 

experience recurring problems in their health, finances and relationships.  This book 

exposes these schemes of Satan. 

Baxter, Mary K 978.08836.87543 £10.50

DIVINE REVELATION OF HEAVEN After thirty nights of experiencing the depths of hell, Mary Baxter was shown the 

realms of heaven.  
Baxter, Mary K 978.08836.85242 £11.99

DIVINE REVELATION OF HELL Over a period of 30 days God gave Mary visions of hell and commissioned her to tell 

all to choose life.
Baxter, Mary K 978.08836.82791. £11.99

DIVINE REVELATION OF PRAYER Many Christians question why they can't overcome sins and temptations and why they 

don't get answers to their prayers.  Discover the keys to powerful, life changing 

breakthroughs in prayer today.

Baxter, Mary K 978.16037.40500 £11.50

DIVINE REVELATION OF THE SPIRIT 

REALM

This book gives a unique perspective into the angelic and demonic realms. Baxter, Mary K 978.08836.86232 £11.99

DIVINE REVELATION OF SPIRITUAL 

WARFARE

The enemy seeks to conquer and destroy your spirit, soul and body but the devil has 

far less power than God has made available to us.

Baxter, Mary K 0-8836.8694-5 £11.50

DIVORCE & REMARRIAGE   God intended marriage to be a blessing and He designed it to last forever.  This book 

brings the light of God's Word to dispel the misunderstandings and to encourage 

believers to seek God's best for their lives.

Stewart, Ken Dr. 0-8836.8274-5 £2.50
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DOES YOUR TONGUE NEED 

HEALING? Sooner or later every Christian knows it is imperative to control the tongue but finds he 

cannot.  Derek Prince gives the reader clear biblical steps to discipline the tongue.

Prince, Derek 0-8836.8239-7 £6.50

DOMINION OVER DEMONS Seeing demons as mischevious but harmless little devils, spooks and ghosties of the 

imagination is now a badly outdated concept.  This book will introduce you to a whole 

new world you never knew existed.

Whyte, Maxwell HA 0-8836.8020-3 £2.25

DON'T MISS YOUR MOMENT It's never too late to follow your dreams! Jacobs, Judy 978.15997.92330 £9.99

DON'T STOP BELIEVING The powerful testimony of "Rockin' Reggie Vinson".  Don't get caught in the trap of 

believing fame and fortune is the answer to all your problems.  Take it from those who 

have been there - only Jesus can give you a rich fulfilling life.

Vinson, Reggie 1-5779.4273-6 £7.75

DWARFING GIANTS
Those who feel they are failures, and those who are strong can read this book and 

find it to be a rich source of both revelation and inspiration for their own spirits.  The 

God of David is your God and through Him you can do exploits.

Atkinson, Terry 1-8997.2105-3 £9.99

DYING IS LIVING Terry Atkinson unveils the mystery of what actually happens beyond the grave 

and explores the wealth of insight the Bible contains.

Atkinson, Terry 1-8997.2102-9 £7.99

DYNAMIC LAWS OF CREATIVE 

SELLING Tom Leding shares his experiences frankly and completely so you can benefit 

from the things he's learned the hard way.  With a true mentor's heart, he's 

giving it all away.  He's open, honest and his secrets can now be yours.

Leding, Tom 0-9741.9272-4 £2.00

EFFECTS OF PRAISE When you experience the amazing release of praise from the most hidden recesses of 

your spirit, it not only benefits and heals your soul at the moment; it exponentially 

multiplies.

Wommack, Andrew 978.18815.41837 £5.00

ELECT LADY, THE God has a perfect plan for you.  Life's interruptions become Godly opportunities Long, Eddie L 978.08836.82814 £12.99

ELIJAH IN UPPER EGYPT A significant contribution to our knowledge of Egyptian Christianity in the late third 

century.
Frankfurter, David 0-8006.3106-4 £18.99

ELIJAH'S REVOLUTION A call to passion and sacrifice for radical change Goll, J & M 0-7684.2057-1 £12.99

EMOTIONAL WHOLENESS

In this book you will discover how Jesus models godliness, personality and 

proper relationships through His many healthy, appropriate emotions.

Mohline, Dick & Jane 978.15604.32906

EMPOWERED BY GOD
Learn the secrets of how to follow the Lord in every area of your life.  Millions of men 

and women are discovering their ministry and doing exploits in Jesus' name.

Milsk, Nancy 0-8836.8338-5 £6.95

END OF THE AMERICAN GOSPEL 

ENTERPRISE This book is a fiery call for repentance with a promise of great revival yet to come.  

Brown, Michael L 1-5604.3002-8 £5.99

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH A call to Christian involvement Scarborough, Rick 0-8836.8465-9 £4.99

ESSENTIALS OF PRAYER If praying has become a task, something healthy that you keep putting off - like 

switching to decaf - it may be that you're missing a critical truth that could break you 

into a place of intimacy and power.

Bounds, EM 0-8836.8708-6 £6.99

EVEN WITH MY ISSUES Like the woman with the issue of blood, you can be free of the shame and bondage of 

your issues.  Discover how you, too, can touch the hem of His garment and be set 

free.

Turner, Dr. Wanda A 0-8836.8673-2 £8.99

EVENING BY EVENING This book leads you through each day of the year, gently touching and inspiring your 

faith, emotions and hope.
Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8154-4 £2.95

EXODUS II You will be astonished and amazed at what God has been doing as you read this true 

account of God's preparation materializing among friends of the Jewish people for 

Exodus II.

Lightle, Steve 0-9177.2656-1 £3.95
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EXPERIENCING GOD'S PRESENCE Matthew Henry was a man who awoke to thoughts of God, went to bed with 

God on his mind and filled every hour in between with the same godly focus.  

Despite hardships, his life was fulfilled and joyful.

Henry, Matthew 0-8836.8844-1 7.99

EXPERIENCING GOD'S POWER 

TODAY

Many rely on the memories of yesterday and the hopes of tomorrow, but we must 

learn to understand and live in the power of today.

Wigglesworth, Smith 978.08836.85969 £10.99

EXPERIENCING HIS PRESENCE 

(Hardcover)

In these daily devotions created from the Threshing Floor, Bynum offers insights and 

explanations to help you apply the spiritual principles of prayer.

Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5805-4 £9.99

EXPERIENCING REVIVAL
Charles Finney, who led hundreds of thousands to faith in Christ, shows how you can 

experience revival in your own life and also in your own community.

Finney, Charles 0-8836.8632-5 £6.50

EXPERIENCING THE PRESENCE OF 

GOD

Learn to continually be found in the very presence of God and receive the strength to 

overcome the things of this world.

Finney, Charles 0-8836.8606-6 £12.75

EXPOSING HARRY POTTER AND 

WITCHCRAFT TV Producer Steve Wohlberg offers penetrating insights about today's attraction to 

sorcery and explores the controversial worlds of witchcraft, Harry Potter and the Bible.

Wohlberg, Steve 978.07684.25451 £9.99

EXPOSING WITCHCRAFT IN THE 

CHURCH

Satan's covert operations are on the rise today and you need to learn how to identify 

his influences in your life.

Godwin, Rick 0-8841.9454-5 £9.99

FAITH
In one of thebest explanations of faith ever given, Charles Spurgeon paints a 

panoramic picture of faith that covers each element of this essential topic and yet also 

shows us the big picture of what it means to believe in Jesus Christ and live for Him.

Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8637-6 £2.99

FAITH'S CHECKBOOK 365 faith-building readings.  God's promises are like cheques: you need only to 

endorse them to receive the gifts they represent.
Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8294-X 9.99

FAITH OF GEORGE W BUSH This book discusses how Bush's spiritual beliefs shaped his private life as well as his 

policies and politics.
Mansfield, Stephen 1-5918.5470-9 £7.99

FAITH TO LIVE BY Discover how to build your faith in God and you will truly know that all things are 

possible to those who believe.
Prince, Derek 0-8836.8519-8 £8.75

FAITH THAT ENDURES

This book stands as the most comprehensive and authoritative guide on the 

persecuted Church today.  

Boyd-Macmillan, Ronald 978.18524.04499 £11.99

FAITH THAT PREVAILS Is there anything to faith?  Is there spiritual power for today? Is healing for real?  Smith 

Wigglesworth answers yes to all these questions.  And he supports his claims by the 

Word of God and stories of outstanding personal experiences.

Wigglesworth, Smith 0-8824.3711-8 £3.99

FAITH THAT WORKS Have you reached the end of your rope?  If you are wondering what God may 

still hold in store, this book will restore your sense of purpose.

Briscoe, Jill 1-8542.4615-1 £6.99

FAMILY LIFE IN THE KINGDOM Presented in this book are not a batch of unrealistic theories but rather a practical plan 

for implementing Divine order in your family.
Hammond, Frank & Ida 1-8743.6708-6 £5.95

FASTING
There is no way to measure the tremendous power released by prayer and fasting 

when practiced with right motives and in accordance with the principles of scripture

Prince, Derek 0-8836.8258-3 £2.49

FASTING MADE EASY This easy to understand instruction manual offers a step by step fasting protocol for 

better health.
Colbert, Don MD 1-5918.5451-7 £9.75

FATHER FORGIVE US A christian response to the Church's heritage of Jewish persecution Wright, Fred 1-8542.4605-4 £10.99

FATHER'S BLESSING A move of God that shook Toronto and the world. Arnott, John 0-8841.9404-3 £9.99

FAVOUR How to receive special favour with God and people.  The author combines heavenly 

zeal with a down-to-earth practicality.
Buess, Bob 0-8836.8251-6 £2.50
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FEAR FIGHTERS How to live with confidence in a world driven by fear. Franklin, Jentezen 978.15997.98530 £12.25

FIRST JUDGEMENT  (Fiction) (Hardcover)Book 2 of the Chronicles of Brothers.  The tale is chilling…. The consequences 

inconceivable.
Alec, Wendy 978.09552.37737 £19.99

FLYING HIGHER Just as an experienced pilot knows how to use his aeroplane's navigational guidance 

system, no matter what the conditions, you'll learn how to rise above the confusion 

that has grounded many along life's journey.  

Godwin, Rick 0-8841.9568-6 £8.99

FOLLOW THE FIRE A lifelong adventure unmatched by anything else in the world awaits you!  Explore the 

promise of spiritual revival as you encounter a stirring in your soul that shakes the 

foundations of complacency. 

Gray, Steve 0-8841.9785-9 £11.50

FOLLOW THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD Reba Rambo-McGuire has dared open a few top secret files from her private life to 

help others who need an awesome proof of God's love and forgiveness, His 

redemption and restoration.

Rambo-McGuire, Reba 0-7684.5010-1 £9.50

FORCE IN THE EARTH This book shows how the Holy Spirit is moving in world missions for the global 

advance of the gospel.  It's timely, motivating and a joy to read.
Shibley, David 0-8841.9476-0 £7.99

FOUNDATIONS FOR JOY In 'bite-sized' chapters the author sets out the good news for those who have believed.  

This book is excellent for new christians.
Trimingham, Jeff 1-9039.0524-9 £4.99

FOXE'S BOOK OF MARTYRS The faithfulness of such historical figures as John Huss, Martin Luther, William 

Tyndale and so many others has given us our rich Christian heritage.  The courage 

and dedication of these men have inspired us to live for Christ today.

Foxe, John 0-8836.8095-5 £6.50

FREE THE CHURCH How can the Church be transformed into a united and holy bride, free of satan's 

chains?  The author believes that unity and freedom for the Church can come through 

applying the cross in our lives and through reprentance and prayer warfare.

Gough, Cynthia 1-8743.6715-9 £3.99

FREEDOM TO GROW Successful principles to live by. Gruen, Ernest J 0-8836.8123-4 £2.50

FRIENDLY FIRE A recovery guide for believers battered by religion Warnke, Mike 0-7684.2124-1 £12.99

FROM NEW AGE TO NEW LIFE Take a most unusual journey with Sandra Clifton from the depths of darkness as a 

New Age practitioner and professional psychic to deliverance, salvation, and the call 

of God as an ordained minister of the Gospel!

Clifton, Dr. Sandra 978.15997.91715 £8.99

FULL LIFE IN CHRIST Discover how you can have a full life in Him and how you, too, can reflect the life and 

love of Jesus in your daily walk.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8639-2 £3.75

GET HEALTHY THROUGH DETOX 

AND FASTING Don Colbert, MD, provides a twenty-eight day complete meal plan for cleansing the 

body of harmful toxins that is designed to restore you to health - body, mind and spirit.

Colbert, Don MD 978.15918.59611 £7.99

GET UP, GET OUT, GET BLESSED Delivered from bondage, through the wilderness, and into your promised land. Cutshall, Bryan 978.16037.40548 £8.99

GLORY INVASION Understand the operation of creative miracles, prophetic declaration and supernatural 

provision.  Walk in resurrection glory where people, body parts, prophecies and 

callings that have been dormant are resurrected.

Herzog, David 978.07684.24348 £9.99

GOD, A GOOD FATHER Jesus seeks to introduce us to a life lived with the Father - a life of ongoing, moment-

by-moment intimacy on all levels - mind, heart, soul and will.
Phillips, Michael 0-7684.2123-3 9.99

GOD AT WORK Discovering the anointing for business. Marshall, Rich 0-7684.2101-9 £12.99

GOD FOR ALL SEASONS, A In every season in a woman's life, the truth that God is in control will be 

challenged but through His grace we will recognise that God is for us.

Haydon-Knowell, Sue 1-8542.4480-9 £7.99

GOD MOCKERS, THE Repentance and holiness were the hallmarks of what became known as the 

Brownsville Revival in Pensacola, Florida.  This book contains 10 messages preached 

by Stephen Hill at the Brownsville Revival.

Hill, Stephen 1-5604.3691-3 £4.99

GOD, THE GOLD & THE GLORY Glorifying God through personal increase. Hutton, Larry J 1-5779.4131-4 8.99
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GOD'S ARMOURBEARER 1 & 2 Serving God's leaders. Nance, Terry 0-9719.1932-1 £10.99

GOD'S CALL Nothing in this world can hold you back from experiencing the fulness of the 

marvelous life that God has for you.
Finney, Charles 0-8836.8582-5 £3.99

GOD'S DREAM TEAM A call to unity. Tenney, Tommy 978.08307.23843 6.99

GOD'S CREATIVE POWER - Gift 

Collection

3 books in one volume.  God's Creative Power will work for you;  God's creative power 

for healing;  God's creative power for finances.

Capps, Charles 978.15779.46779 £21.99

GOD'S FAVOURITE HOUSE - Journal Find a quiet corner, open your heart, your Bible and your journal.  Listen for His voice 

during these times of intimate reality.
Tenney, Tommy 0-7684.2107-1 8.99

GOD'S GENERALS  - The Revivalists 

(hardcover) Compelling spiritual biographies of some of the most powerful preachers ever to ignite 

the fires of revival including John and Charles Wesley, George Whitefield, Jonathan 

Edwards, William and Catherine Booth, Billy Graham and more.

Liardon, Roberts 978.16037.40258 £18.99

GOD'S GENERALS I - Workbook Workbook on Wigglesworth, Kuhlman, McPherson, Lake and Seymour. Liardon, Roberts 1-8800.8949-1 £9.99

GOD'S MEDICINE BOTTLE As you take the medicine as directed, you will find that God is true to His Word.  He 

will restore you physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health.
Prince, Derek 978.08836.83323 £4.99

GOD'S PLAN FOR YOU  H/Back It has been proven time and again that those who follow God's plan succeed.  Those 

who don't are on their own with predictable results.  Every step you take has a 

purpose enveloped with the destiny of God.

Butler, Keith 978.15779.42979 £14.99

GOD'S PLAN FOR YOUR MONEY
The right attitude to moneyreveals your attitude to God and produces the right results.

Prince, Derek 0-8836.8287-7 £2.50

GOD'S REMEDY FOR REJECTION Discover how to apply God's Remedy for Rejection to your heart and you can leave 

the effects of rejection behind permanently.
Prince, Derek 978.08836.88649 £7.99

GOD'S SPIRITUAL HOUSE This book is destined to become a road map for those who are trying to find their way 

home through the maze of religious rhetoric, powerless preaching and worthless 

worship.

Sparks. Austin T 0-9707.9190-9 £9.25

GOD'S WILL FOR YOUR LIFE Derek Prince presents the keys to discovering God's plan for your life. Prince, Derek 0-8836.8408-X £4.50

GOODNESS OF GOD
This book will help you "Taste and see that the Lord is good" and understand why this 

knowledge is essential to your personal wellbeing and spiritual development.

Haygood, Dr. Edward L 0-8927.4977-6 7.99

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO HARRY 

POTTER

Spirituality in the stories of the world's most famous seeker Neal, Connie 978.06642.26015 £9.99

GRACE OF GOD It is one of the mightiest forces on the planet.  You are not the same without it.  Your 

future depends on it.  It's not the increase of wealth, the position of power or the 

prestige of fame.  It is the love of God manifested as Grace.

Butler, Keith 1-5779.4303-1 £8.50

GRACE OF YIELDING If God asked you, as He did with Abraham, to sacrifice your "pride and joy", your 

"Isaac", could you do it?  From the scriptures, Derek Prince shows that God will give 

back to you abundantly when you are willing to yield to Him.

Prince, Derek 978.08836.86937 £7.00

GRACE THE POWER OF THE 

GOSPEL

It's not what you do but what Jesus did!  By understanding the book of Romans, you 

will never again wonder if you're meeting the standard.
Wommack, Andrew 978.19062.41124 £7.00

GREATEST THING IN THE WORLD God is love.  By embracing His love and learning how to share it with others, we 

become more like him daily.
Drummond, Henry 0-8836.8100-5 3.99

GRIEF TOOTHACHE OF THE SOUL This book is written for those whose lives have been changed by trauma and grief and 

who are courageously continuing on to rebuild their lives.
Greening, Kindah 0-6463.3931-1 £7.99

GUIDE TO SURVIVAL God knew things were going to be the way they are today.  Despite the bleak 

outlook there is no need to fear, God does have the answers.

Kirban, Salem 0-8557.9025-3 £6.99

GUNS OF GOD This book cuts through today's confusing theories about spiritual warfare and explains 

how to do it.
Otis, George 1-5604.3281-0 £8.99
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GROWING IN CHRISTIAN MATURITY This book shows what tremendous power has been given to the sons and daughters 

of God and describes the true manifestations of God's gifts.  It is a positive 

demonstration of what God can do through and for humanity.

Riffel, Herman 1-5604.3191-6 £7.99

HARDNESS OF HEART The cure for a hardened heart is a total commitment to keep our minds stayed on the 

Lord.  This teaching will give you one of the clearest understandings of the 

relationshiup between faith and unbelief that you have ever had.

Wommack, Andrew 978.09062.41308 £5.00

HARVEST, THE The prophetic word of the nineties and beyond Joyner, Rick 0-8836.8503-5 8.99

HEALING HEART OF GOD, THE You will see and know Jesus, and the God who sent Him to us and for us, in a whole 

new way.  And when Malcolm Smith tells the story of Hosea, the Prophet, as only he 

can, you broken heart will begin to leap for joy - and be healed!

Smith, Malcolm 1-8800.8921-1 £3.99

HEALING THE WOUNDED HEART This book is a journey of discovery for the hurting. Delffs, Dudley J 1-8442.7060-2 £6.99

HEALING VICTIMS OF SEXUAL 

ABUSE

Sexual abuse victimizes everyone - the abused, families, loved ones and even the 

abuser.  This book gives love, acceptance and healing to all of the victims.
Sandford, Paula 978.15997.97533 £12.25

HEARING GOD (Hardcover) In language simple and inspiring, Raymond Ho shows how mere mortal man can 

unlock the secrets of genuine communion with his Lord.
Ho, Raymond 0-7684.2073-3 £10.99

HEARTS ON FIRE (Hardcover) This book is written in two parts.  The first brings clear teaching on personal revival 

and the second section, drawn from a series of messages by Colin Dye, challenges 

each person to experience God;s revival in their lives.

Dye, Colin 1-8984.4402-1 £13.99

HEAVEN ON EARTH For too many years within evangelical Christianity, there has been no expectation of a 

visible manifestation of the Kingdom of God on earth.  Our primary job on earth is to 

work together with the Holy Spirit to advance the Kingdom of God here and now - to 

experience heaven on earth.

Vincent, Alan 978.07684.26960 £13.99

HE CAME TO SET THE CAPTIVES 

FREE

Elaine, one of the top witches in the US clashed with Dr Brown.  In the titanic life and 

death struggle that followed, Elaine found a power and love greater than anything 

Satan could give her and totally committed her life to Jesus Christ.

Brown, Dr. Rebecca 0-8836.8323-7 £9.99

HEART FOR GOD, A The life of David can bring hope to those bound by generational curses, those born in 

sin and those raised in shame.  David's life can inspire faith in the hearts of the 

dysfunctional, the failure-ridden and the fallen!

Schmitt, Charles P 1-5604.3157-1 £7.99

HEART OF A GOD CHASER Quotes, scriptures, hymns, poems and prayers that will show you what it 

means to be a "God Chaser".

Tenney, Tommy 1-5777.8187-2 £4.99

HEART MATTERS (Hardcover) Loving God the way He loves you. Bynum, Juanita 978.15997.90589 £9.99

HELL Does God really send people there?  This book is about people who tasted 

the afterlife and lived to tell about it.

Jones, Beth 978.19334.33097 £6.99

HELL Separate truth from fiction and get your toughest questions answered. Wiese, Bill 978.15997.93390 £13.99

HELL'S BEST KEPT SECRET If you're experiencing evangelical frustration over lost souls, unrepentant sinner and 

backslidden believers then look no further.  This radical aproach could be the missing 

dimension needed to win our generation to Christ.

Comfort, Ray 0-8836.8206-0 £4.99

HEROES AMONG US Throughout time there have been people whose courage has changed their worlds 

and the flow of history.  This books about such men and women, most of them 

unknown by many today.

Ryun, Jim 0-7684.3005-4 £10.99
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HEY HOWIE (Hardback) This book is the story of Howard Conder's amazing journey as a teenage drumming 

sensation who appears on Top of the Pops and the London Palladium with pop groups 

such as the Barron Knights and Joe Brown.  It is also the story of the pressure and 

depression that overcame him.  One day Howie cried out to God and with marriage to 

Lesley and his new faith, this is a story of a man and a woman who put God to the test 

and found He didn't let them down.

Pettie, Gordon 978.09926.14102 £14.99

HOLIEST OF ALL, THE It is only the full and perfect knowledge of what Christ is and does for us that can bring 

us to a complete Christian life.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8462-4 £8.99

HOLY SEX God's purpose and plan for our sexuality. Wier, Terry 0-8836.8587-6 £10.99

HOLY SPIRIT I HUNGER FOR YOU Freidzon's story of how God's Spirit working through him changed his country of 

Argentina, and the world, will cause you too to say Holy Spirit, I hunger for you.
Freidzon, Claudio 0-8841.9466-3 10.99

HOLY SPIRIT IN YOU, THE Derek Prince clearly explains the ways of the Holy Spirit and how He works in the lives 

of Christians.
Prince, Derek 0-8836.8961-5 £7.99

HOLY SPIRIT REVIVALS How you can experience the joy of living in God's power. Finney, Charles 0-8836.8565-5 £5.99

HONEY I SHRUNK THE DEVIL! Find out how a Christ-centered, yielded life destroys the power of the enemy and 

releases the power of the Holy Spirit ion ways you may never have realised were 

possible.

Sloan, Dianne 0-7684.3026-7 £9.50

HOUSE OF HIS CHOOSING, THE The insights in this book will help you view the Church and how it works in a whole 

new way.
Wies, Jim 0-7684.2041-5 £10.50

HOUSE THAT GOD BUILT, THE God is solemnly calling us to enter the gates of His true house.  It is here that we will 

discover the spiritual order of the House that God built for David and of the Houyse 

that God is building in and with us!

Hanby, Dr. Mark 1-5604.3091-5 £7.99

HOUSEHOLD SALVATION In this inspiring book, Colin Dye explains the biblical teaching about God's covenants 

and shows you how they apply to every member of your family.
Dye, Colin 1-8984.4485-4 £4.99

HOW TO BE A GOD CHASER AND A 

KID CHASER

Passionate parents in pursuit of God can prodeuce passionate children in God's 

kingdom.  Passion and parenting can mix!  The genetic code of spiritual passion can 

be passed on through spiritual DNA into your children.

Tenney, Tommy 0-7684.5006-3 £9.99

HOW TO BREAK GROWTH 

BARRIERS

Carl George writes for leaders who want their churhces to experience greater growth 

and have an energizing impact on lives.
George, Carl 0-8010.3853-7 £10.50

HOW TO FAST SUCCESSFULLY Derek brings biblical teaching on the benefits of fasting. Prince, Derek 978.08836.83453 £7.00

HOW TO HAVE A HAPPY MARRIAGE The world today has a shabby idea toward marriage.  What God first intended for man 

and woman has been allowed to become distorted.  We need to go back to the way it 

was in the beginning - to the originaly way God meant for it to be.

Mills, Dick 0-8836.8223-0 £1.95

HOW TO HEAL THE SICK The Holy Spirit within you is ready to heal the sick!  Charles and Frances Hunter 

present solid, biblically-based methods of healing that can bring not only physical 

health but also spiritual health and the abundant life to you, your family, and everyone 

around you.  

Hunter, Charles & Frances 978.08836.86003 £11.99

HOW TO OBTAIN FULLNESS OF 

POWER There is a vibrant power that belongs to God but is available to each of us.  This book 

has been written so that all will understand how to obtain the fullness of power.

Torrey, R A 0-8836.8116-1 £1.95

HOW TO KEEP YOUR FAITH WHILE 

IN COLLEGE

This is a manual for high school and college age students which gives on the 

information needed to be faithful to the Lord during college years.

Morey, Dr. Robert 0-5291.1368-6 £7.99

HOW TO LIVE AND NOT DIE In this book Norvel Hayes reveals just how important it is to the heavenly Father that 

His children walk in divine health.
Hayes, Norvel 978.15779.47240 £10.99
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HOW TO RAISE YOUR KIDS IN 

TROUBLED TIMES This book will equip you with basic principles and suggestions to guide you through 

difficult days and offers you practical, down to earth wisdom from the Word of God.

Harrison, Buddie & Pat 0-8927.4635-1 7.99

HOW TO SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES This easy to follow text teaches you how to study and interpret Scripture.  It also 

outlines several methods of Bible study.

Pickett, Fuchsia 0-8841.9587-2 £11.99

HOW TO WITNESS TO ANYONE This easy to use handbook quickly poiints to the Scriptures that answer the questions 

and settle the doubts of the unsaved.
Torrey, R A 0-8836.8170-6 £3.50

I CAN DO THIS DIET New medical breakthroughs that use the power of your brain and body chemistry to 

help you lose weight and keep it off for life.
Colbert, Dr. Don 978.15997.95461 £12.25

I'M MAD ABOUT YOU This book shares how to overcome anger and instead of being made at others around 

you, you can be made about them.

Timberlake, Mack & 

Brenda

0-8841.9425-6 £7.99

I'M SOLD ON BEING BOLD Learn how to succeed in your family life, your finances, your praises and prayers. Gossett, Don 0-8836.8085-8 £2.25

I AM WITH YOU ALWAYS (hardcover) Whatever your situation, this book will remind you that the Lord is faithful to hear your 

heart's cry and will be there for you, time and again.
Ingram, Chip 0-8010.1236-8 12.99

IF SATAN CAN'T STEAL YOUR JOY
Stop being an open target for the enemy's attacks.  It's time to turn the tables and put 

the enemy on the defense.  Satan wants your joy.  Learn how to stop him in his tracks.

Savelle, Jerry 1-5779.4464-X £4.99

IF YOU WANT GOD'S BEST The desire, the longing, the heart of God is to give you His very best.  This book will 

teach you how to receive God's many gifts.
Prince, Derek 978.08836.83341 £5.99

I HOPE GOD'S PROMISES COME TO 

PASS BEFORE MY BODY PARTS GO 

SOUTH

God is crazy about you and is thinking about ways to bless you.  In the midst of your 

waiting, the Holy Spirit will show you how to walk in peace and joy as He fulfills His 

promises for you.

Lechner, Cathy 0-8841.9529-5 £9.99

IMAGE OF THE RISEN CHRIST Remarkable new evidence about the Shroud of Turin. Stevenson, Dr. Kenneth 0-9217.1458-0 £9.99

I MARRIED YOU NOT YOUR FAMILY Discover the keys to turning your marriage into the "happily ever after" you've 

dreamed of!
Mintle, Dr. Linda 978.15997.92958 £9.99

IMPASSIONED SOUL, THE This book is meant to be an oasis for the weary traveller, bringing new significance, 

purpose and support to your own spiritual journey.
Bustard, Morton 0-7684.2113-6 11.99

INCURABLES, THE While especially enlightening for doctors that regularly work with what appear to be 

incurable patients, this personal memoir will open anyone's heart and mind to the idea 

that God can work through our words when we listen to His voice.

Speed, Teri MD 978.15997.92200 £9.99

IN DEFENSE OF ISRAEL
John Hagee exposes some of the common myths about the Jews and Israel.

Hagee, John 978.15997.92101 £12.25

IN HIS FACE Discover afresh that the pathway to every spiritual release is through being In His 

Face.
978.09621.18524 £7.99

IN HIS STEPS In His Steps is a most unusual appeal to the Christian to follow in Christ's steps, 

regardless of what others might do.
Sheldon, Charles M 1-5574.8346-9 £2.95

IN-LAWS, OUTLAWS AND THE 

FUNCTIONAL FAMILY

A real world guide to resolving today's family issues Jackson, Harry R. 978.15997.92408 £8.50

IN PURSUIT OF HIS GLORY This book reveals that the baptism of the Holy Spirit is more than 'speaking in 

tongues;, if is a baptism into the life and purpose of Jesus Christ.
Robinson, Bertram S. 1-5604.3289-6 £9.99

IN SEARCH OF SPIRITUAL 

EXCELLENCE

You can excel to new heights in your Christian maturity and experience as you venture 

out in search of spiritual excellence.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.5163-3 £2.50

IN SICKNESS AND IN HEALTH This book is about bringing hope, encouragement and insight to those who care and 

those who are suffering.
Atkinson, Terry 1-8997.2101-0 £6.99
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INSIGHT INTO EATING DISORDERS This book presents a detailed consideration of the causes and effects of different 

forms of eating disorders and offers hope to sufferers, their families and those working 

with them.

Wilkinson, Helena 978.18534.54103 £7.50

INSPIRE THE FIRE Ron Luce has seen tens of thousands of teens transformed by the living God and he's 

convinced that you can break the spiritual gridlock between you, your teenager and 

the church.

Luce, Ron 0-8841.9370-5 £7.99

INSPIRING WOMEN There is deep joy to be found in totally surrendering our lives to God. Wilkinson, Helena 978.18534.54516 £6.99

INTERCEDING CHRISTIAN This book will challenge you and stir you up to fervently pray, heart-felt prayers based 

on God's Word.
Hill, George & Hazel 1-5604.3510-0 £3.99

IN THE BEGINNING Evolutionary teaching has permeated much of our thinking and Christians need to 

have their minds renewed and to be well informed.  This book covers the main areas 

of dispute in the Biblical record vs. evolution debate.

Price, Roger 0-9478.5283-2 £3.95

INTRODUCING JESUS CHRIST
This books gives insights about the person, life and ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Nwankpa, Emeka 1-8743.6730-2 £6.99

I SAW SATAN FALL LIKE LIGHTNING A divine revelation of how to take new authority over the devil. Curran, Sue 0-8841.9546-5 £8.99

IS LEADERSHIP MALE? Joan Martin has interviewed some of the most prominent Christian leaders of the UK 

and asks questions frankly concerning their attitude towards women in leadership 

positions within the Church.

Martin, Joan 1-8602.4304-5 7.99

IT'S GOD'S WAR It is unnecessary for us to declare a war that has always belonged to God and for 

which we know the end result.
Cornwall, Judson 1-8843.6986-3 8.99

IT'S NOT WORKING BROTHER JOHN 25 things that close the windows of heaven. Avanzini, John 0-8927.4898-2 8.99

IT'S THE WALK NOT THE TALK
God longs for mature fathers and mothers in the faith who will work together to perfect 

His Church.  This book will place you on the path to maturity in Christ.

Scales, LaFayette 1-5604.3170-1 £7.99

IT'S TIME
It's time to stop entertaining youth and start training an army.  It's time to pass on the 

power, purpose and passion found in Jesus Christ to the next generation.

Crisco, Richard 1-5604.3690-5 7.99

IT'S TIME FOR YOUR COMEBACK It's time for your comeback has the strategies, insight and motivation you 

need to turn your tragedy into triumph.

Storey, Tim 1-5779.4006-5 £14.25

JESUS, MAN OF MANY NAMES A fresh understanding from the dawn of time to the end of days. Maltz, Steve 978.18602.46241 £7.99

JESUS & THE DEMON WORLD An exegetical exposition of Luke 11 from the Greek text. Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7556-0

JESUS SPEAKS TO WOMEN 

(hardcover)

Deepen your understanding of the words of Jesus and their meaning for you and you 

will experience the power of his love like never before.

978.07642.29169 £6.99

JEWS, WHY HAVE CHRISTIANS 

HATED THEM

This book tells what the author learnt at a Repentance Conference where Protestants 

repented for what had been done in their name against the Jewish people through the 

centuries.

Pettie, Gordon 0-9548.4650-8 £7.99

JOURNEY INTO ETERNITY The question of what happens to our soul when we die has perplexed and frascinated 

humanity throughout history.  This book explores the evidence that we are destined to 

live forever.

Jeffrey, Grant R 0-9217.1460-2 £9.99

JOURNEY INTO THE MIRACULOUS Experiencing the touch of the supernatural God. Bentley, Todd 978.07684.26069 £9.99

JOY OF ANSWERED PRAYER D L Moody shares secrets of successful prayer and insights into reaching the heart of 

God.  Discover how you can become truly intimate with the Lord and know The Joy of 

Answered Prayer.

Moody, DL 0-8836.8411-X £6.50

JUDGING, WHEN? WHY? HOW? In a world that turns its back on God while crying, "Don't judge me," Derek Prince 

weighs in with a scriptural affidavit for sound judgment.
Prince, Derek 0-8836.8695-3 £7.99

JUST LIVE IT! Become the person God created you to be Sleigh, Harriet 1-9039.0516-6 £2.50
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KEYS TO INLOCKING YOUR DESTINY Now is the time to journey toward your goals, no matter how impossible they 

may seem.

Lewis, Aaron D 0-8836.8720-8 7.99

KEYS TO WIGGLESWORTH'S POWER

What changed an ordinary plumber who suffered from stage fright into one of the 

most compelling healing evangelists of the 20th Century?  The author unfolds specific 

keys from the life and ministry of Smith Wigglesworth that will enable you to 

understand God's way and go from ordinary to extraordinary.

Madden, Peter 0-8836.8168-4 £7.99

KINGDOM BUILDERS
This book is about inspiring a new generation of people to rise up.  You may not have 

achieved all your dreams yet, in fact you may feel as though it has all gone wrong .  

This book will inspire you not to settle for anything less than God's best for your life.

Lewis, Wynne 0-9548.4655-8 £7.99

LADY IN WAITING JOURNAL & 

STUDY GUIDE

Devotional journal and study guide to Lady in Waiting, helping you to become the 

woman of God that He designed you to be.

Jones & Kendall 1-5604.32985 £2.50

LAST CHAPTER, THE Andrew Rasmussen candidly relates how the Spirit of God moulded his life through 

heartaches, testings and breath-taking supernatural experiences.
Rasmussen, A W 0-8836.8021-1 £2.75

LAST MILLENNIUM, THE A revealing look at the remarkable days ahead and how you can live them to 

the fullest.

Hammond, Mac 1-5779.4239-6 £11.99

LAWS OF PROSPERITY, THE In this book Kenneth Copeland shares the revelation of spiritual laws that govern 

prosperity.
Copeland, Kenneth 0-8811.4952-7 £5.99

LEADING FROM THE HEART A group leader's guide to a passionate ministry Mack, Michael C 1-8808.2835-9 £10.99

LEAVING THE COMFORT ZONE Too many christians are wandering aimlessly through life with no purpose or direction.  

As you read this book you will catch a glimpse of your destiny in God that will alter the 

way you walk, talk, live and breathe.

Crist, Terry 0-8836.8221-4 4.99

LEGACY NOW This book helps you look at your life from a personal, generational and eternal 

perspective, showing how your destiny is in your DNA.
Munsey, Phil 978.15997.93306 £8.99

LESSONS OF MARIA WOODWORTH-

ETTER ON MIRACLES This study book is based on the actual words and teachings of Maria Woodworth-

Etter.  Edited into 30 daily devotions for your daily study and prayer time.

Keefauver, Larry 0-8841.9498-1 £4.99

LET FREEDOM REIGN This book deals with God's success plan for your life and steps you need to 

take to live a life of abundance.

Annacondia, Carlos 0-9741.9271-6 £2.99

LET NO MAN DECEIVE YOU
This book draws from both the scriptures and real experienes to alert believers to the 

subtlety and craftiness of satanic deception and gives clear guidelines for recognising 

false prophets and avoiding the devastating consequences of deception.

Waller, Sue 0-9478.5215-8 7.99

LET NO ONE DECEIVE YOU Confronting the critics of revival Brown, Michael L 1-5604.3693-5 £9.99

LET THIS MIND BE IN YOU As we share in the thoughts of Jesus we become energized and empowered in every 

area of our lives and our desires become his desires.
Frangipane, Francis 0-8836.8626-0 £8.25

LET YOUR LIGHT SHINE Discover you the Word of God can shape your life so that Christ will shine 

through you.

Yandian, Bob 0-8836.8360-1 4.99

LET'S LAUGH Laughing makes your heart happy.  But laughing is more than something we like to 

do.  We need to laugh.
Wagner, Peter C 978.07684.24317 £9.99

LIFE AFTER DEATH A study of the Greek text. Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7525-0 £5.25

LIFE BASIC TRAINING
This book shares the beliefs and values which are vital to living as a servant of God.  

Dr. Neighbour does this by leading you to understand your true identity in Christ.  After 

establishing this foundation, he explores the importance of friendship evangelism.

Neighbour, Ralph 1-8808.2857-X £6.50

LIFE LESSONS - EPHESIANS Inspirational Bible study on the book of Ephesians by Max Lucado Lucado, Max 978.08499.53262 £6.99

LIFE LESSONS - ROMANS Inspirational Bible study on the book of Romans by Max Lucado Lucado, Max 978.08499.52494 £6.99
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LIFE LESSONS - 1 CORINTHIANS Inspirational Bible study on the book of Corinthians by Max Lucado Lucado, Max 978.08499.53217 £6.99

LIFE OF MIRACLES Combining the most inspiring of three best-selling books, this 365 day guide to prayer 

and miracles feeds you daily manna from Heaven.
Johnson, Bill 978.07684.27257 £14.99

LIFE WITHOUT FEAR Fear is one of the most destructive, debilitating strongholds there is.  Not only can it 

run your life but it can ruin it.  The author draws upon the word of God and godly 

principles to give you wisdom and the tools you need to overcome even your worst 

fears.

Fehlauer, Mike 0-8841.9672-0 £10.99

LIFE'S CHALLENGES, YOUR 

OPPORTUNITIES (hardcover)

God has given you a promise, you've come into a problem, how you respond will 

determine how quickly the provision comes.
Hagee, John 978.15997.92699 £17.99

LITTLE BLACK BOOK ON SEX AND 

DATING
How to find the right person; how to be the right person; how to avoid the 

dangers.

Bartel, Blaine 978.15779.44560 £4.99

LIVING AS IF HEAVEN MATTERS How genuine success cannot be measured by earthly acclaim or possessions, 

but only in a "Well Done" from Jesus.

Shibley, David 978.15997.91661 10.99

LIVING CONFIDENTLY IN GOD'S LOVE

It is an uncomfortable world for Christians to be living in but Mrs. Smith's timely 

anecdotes and vibrant language reveal how we can live confidently in God's love and 

receive the abundance of joy and blessing that awaits each of His children.

Smith, Hannah 0-8836.8150-1 £2.50

LIVING WITH GOD, LIFE, HEALTH 

AND FAITH

This 8 session course is based on the author's long experience as a Baptist 

minister with a special interest in health and healing.

Renshaw, Norman 1-8441.7518-9 7.99

LIVING YOUR FAITH Legendry preacher and revivalist Charles Finney explains how you can be free 

from guilt and sin so that you  may live a life of destiny.

Finney, Charles 978.16037.40371 £9.50

LUCIFER EXPOSED Derek Prince exposes Satan's greatest weapon in enslaving the average human into 

bondage.  Satan attempts to seduce Christians from rising to their full potential and to 

distract every human being from following God.

Prince, Derek 0-8836.8836-0 £10.50

LOOSED TO LOVE Rita Twigg shares how you can break free from the bondages that separate you from 

the Lover of your soul into a new level of intimacy with Him.  Discover God's powerful 

purpose for your life.

Twiggs, Dr. Rita 0-8836.8651-1 £5.99

LORD YOUR HEALER, THE In this book Colin Dye sets out the practical steps that you need to take to receive your 

healing from Jesus for yourself and your loved ones.  
Dye, Colin 1-8984.4495-1 £3.99

LOST PASSIONS OF JESUS, THE This book explores the passions that Jesus displayed so that you too may pick up the 

same flame and light in your heart for Him.
Milam, Donald L 0-9677.4020-7 £7.99

MCKENZIE  (Novel) In a desperate plan to rescue her sister Kaydie, McKenzie responds to an ad for a 

mail-order bride.  She never planned to fall in love with her new husband until God 

began to change her heart. 

Zeller, Penny 978.16037.42160 £7.99

MAKING OF A CHAMPION
Champions step forward while everyone else prays for volunteers.  They know that the 

battle is the Lord's and we are more than conquerors through Christ.

Sumrall, Lester 0-8836.8366-0 £4.50

MARRIAGE COVENANT By following God's plan for marriage, you will build a relationship that faces difficulties, 

overcomes them, and emerges stronger than ever.
Prince, Derek 0-8836.8781-X £6.50

MARTIN LUTHER'S LITTLE 

INSTRUCTION BOOK

This sparkling treasury of the Great Reformer's life and writings will encourage you to 

understand all that you possess in Christ.
Honor Books 978.15629.20395 £5.99

MATTERS OF THE HEART 

(Hardcover)

Whether you are new to the faith or have been doing great things for God's kingdom 

for years, you still need a new heart.

Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5168-8 £16.99

MATTERS OF THE HEART 

DEVOTIONS FOR WOMEN 

(Hardcover)

Adapted from Matters of the Heart, each message will bring about a new heart 

transformation as you apply Godly words to your real-life situations.
Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5229-3 £10.00

MAXIMIZE YOUR DAY GOD'S WAY Learn how to avoid the "pressure cooker" of a too busy life.  Discover how managing 

your time will help every day living become more enjoyable.
Hickey, Marilyn 1-5644.1012-9 £8.70
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MAXIMIZE YOUR EDGE If your boat has been sunk a time or two, this book can help you get back on 

course.  Your past does not have to be your future.  

Watson, Lance D 0-8836.8714-3 £10.75

MEAL THAT HEALS, THE (Hardcover) Perry Stone explains how God established a total healing covenant that is available to 

you today through Communion.
Stone, Perry 978.15997.93979 £12.99

MEANING OF LIFE, THE The Meaning of Life switches on a spotlight revealing the long-hidden pattens we have 

all been missing.  Most startling of all you will discover that you are potentially far more 

important than you have ever imagined.

Rutz, Jmes 0-9669.1584-4 £7.99

MEDITATIONS ON THE GOSPELS 

(Hardcover)

AMG Walk in the Word Study Series.  Includes the greatest works of legendary 

christian writers from the past two centuries.  366 daily readings.
Morrison, George H 0-8995.7214-6 £19.99

MESSAGE FROM GOD, A A 12 year old boy's experience of heaven. McPherson, Retha & Aldo 978.07684.30516 £12.99
MINISKIRTS, MOTHERS & MUSLIMS This book is for Christians venturing among Muslims.  It assumes that Christians will 

want to live honourably among Muslims for Christ's sake and explored what that 

means.

Mallouhi, Christine 1-8542.4662-3 £6.99

MORE MEDITATIONS ON THE NEW 

TESTAMENT AND PSALMS 

(Hardcover)

AMG Walk in the Word Study Series.  Includes the greatest works of legendary 

christian writers from the past two centuries.  366 daily readings.
Morrison, George H 0-8995.7215-4 £19.99

MORE OF HIM (Hardcover) With his knowledge of Scripture and gift of teaching, Bloomer helps to navigate us 

back to our first love and a deeper longing for His Spirit.
Bloomer, George 0-8836.8790-9 £14.50

MORE OVERCOMING DAILY Six months of faith-inspiring messages. Chesney, Dan 0-9478.5260-3 5.99

MORE POWER TO YOU If there's enough power in one crumb to heal a sick daughter, how much more power 

must there be in the whole loaf and permanent presence that belongs to the children 

of God today?

Tenney, Tommy 0-7684.5005-5 9.99

MORE THAN CONQUERORS
This book promoes maximum positive thinking that releases the power of the Holy 

Spirit.  Here is a reservoir of spiritual insight and encouragement attended by victory.

Atkinson, Terry 1-8997.2104-5 £8.99

MORNING DEVOTIONAL When you meditate on God's promises each morning, you will receive strength, 

guidance and wisdom that will last rhoughout the day.  Discover the peace of mind 

and strength that come from devoting time each morning to God.

Moody, DL 0-8836.8718-6 £4.99

MORNING FOR DOVE (novel) Can love overcome intolerance and prejudice in the Oklahoma territory. Rogers, Martha 978.15997.9984-1 £8.99
MOST IMPORTANT PERSON ON EARTH 

(Hardcover)
Under the guidance and enabling of the Holy Spirit, we are the kingdom's 

representatives - bringing hope, healing, joy, peace and power in the name of the 

King.  Enter into his purpose and power for your life today.

Munroe, Dr. Myles 0-8836.8986-3 £12.99

MUSIC FOR THE SOUL (Hardcover) AMG Walk in the Word Study Series.  Includes the greatest works of legendary 

christian writers from the past two centuries.  366 daily readings.
Maclaren, Alexander 0-8995.7218-9 £19.99

MY DREAM OF HEAVEN (hardcover) This nineteenth century classic by Rebecca Ruter Springer is her vision of what 

heaven is like.  The beauty that is portrayed in this wonderful masterpiece is an 

imperfect sketch of a most perfect vision.

Springer, Rebecca R 1-5779.4470-4 £9.99

MY JOURNEY TO HEALTH When healing doesn't happen immediately this book on health will put spiritual and 

physical health back in your life.  Get ready for your healing and restoration as you 

read it.

Levin, Sven 0-9748.1830-5 £5.99

MY SPIRITUAL INHERITANCE 

(Hardcover)

Looking in depth at the lives of Samson, Saul, Uzziah and Jesus.  Bynum explains the 

pattern for receiving the mantle of anointing from God.

Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5412-1 £16.99

MY SPIRITUAL INHERITANCE 

COMPANION STUDY GUIDE

Accompanies the book.  Ideal for small groups or personal study. Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5610-8 £10.99

MY SPIRITUAL INHERITANCE 

JOURNAL

Add your personal insights and feelings in this journal. Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.56345 £8.00
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MY SPIRITUAL INHERITANCE 

DEVOTIONAL

This 100 day devotional is a helpful spiritual growth resource, Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5559-4 £10.99

MY TRUE IDENTITY Our true identity is not made up of the negative things others have spoken into our 

lives but who we are as God has described us in the scriptures.
Sleigh, Harriet 1-9039.0517-6 £2.99

NAMES OF GOD, THE God's names reveal His favour and immeasurable love for us.  He is our healer, 

provider, peacemaker, conqueror and much more.
Sumrall, Lester 0-8836.8779-8 £10.50

NATIONS, THE God's strategic purpose for establishing your nation. Morgan, Peter 1-5604.3090-7 £6.25
NATURE, GOVERNMENT & FUNCTION 

OF THE CHURCH, THE The message of this book does not primarily address narrowly denominational issues 

but attempts to set out biblical principles that can, in the main, be acted upon and 

applied in all Christian churches to fulfil the great commission in our day.

Perks, Stephen 0-9522.0581-5 £9.95

NEVER LONELY AGAIN Malcolm Smith shares his own personal journey through the dark valley of linliness.  

He shows you how the Holy Spirit led him into the joy and freedom of a daily, moment 

by moment companionship with God - the cure for loneliness!

Smith, Malcolm 1-8800.8923-8 £3.99

NEW LAW FOR A NEW PEOPLE In this helpful book you will discover what God's new law for His new people actually is 

and you will be inspired to follow it with all your heart.
Price, Frederick 1-8837.9801-9 £4.99

NEW YOU AND THE HOLY SPIRIT, THE This book establishes the validity of speaking in tongues, the many gifts that 

accompany it and how to begin.  
Wommack, Andrew 978.19062.41179 £6.00

NEXT MOVE OF GOD, THE God took Fuchsia Pickett into the Spirit and gave her a vision of the things He was 

going to do in the last days.  He spoke to her about the coming great revival and about 

how He would prepare the church for His return.

Pickett, Fuchsia 0-8841.9384-5 £7.99

NINE DAYS IN HEAVEN Marietta Davis' vivid portrayal of her experience that remained in print 100 years after 

her death.  Now her story is now available in this updated version for a new generation 

of readers.

Prince,Dennis & Nolene 978.15997.90022 £12.25

NO FEAR OF THE STORM
This book outlines the hope of the pre-tribulation rapture theory, responds to recent 

attacks on this position and helps prepare you for the last days before Christ's return.

LaHaye, Tim 1-8743.6722-1 £6.95

NO GREATER JOY
Through personal illustrations from years of effective witnessing and solid biblical 

teach, Jerry Wiles shows how you can see powerful results in the lives of others.

Wiles, Jerry 978.16037.42429 £10.50

NO HIGH LIKE THE MOST HIGH
Wherever you are in your journey to the High Places, this book will encourage you to 

maintain your focus and succeed in reaching the high call of fulfilling your destiny.

Mattox, Kent 1-8843.6990-1 9.99

OBTAINING ANSWERS TO PRAYER God has established divine principles to which He adheres in His answers to prayer.  

As believers, we must seek and apply these principles in order to be strong and 

forceful in our faith.

Bounds, EM 0-8836.8142-0 £2.50

ONE MAN'S COMPASSION
Compelling stories of lives touched by Mark Buntain, India's most beloved missionary.

Buntain, Mark 0-8836.8214-1 £1.95

ONE SHOT Through basically based, time-tested principles, author Todd Burkhalter's approach to 

manhood reveals how to fulfil your true destiny and potential.
Burkhalter, Todd 978.16037.40715 £7.99

ONE WITH CHRIST Hudson Taylor uses the most beautifully written biblial allegory to explain the 

significance of the relationship between the church and Christ.
Taylor, Hudson 0-8836.8061-0 £2.50

ONE YEAR WITH JESUS IN THE 

GOSPELS (YEARLY DEVOTIONAL)

Daily readings based on excerpts from The Life for Today Study Bible and 

Commentary Gospels Edition by Andrew Wommack
Wommack, Andrew 1-8815.4163-0 £8.50

ONE WORD FROM GOD CAN CHANGE 

YOUR LIFE Four best selling works - prayer, destiny, finances & health, complete in one volume

Copeland, Kenneth & 

Gloria

1-5779.4501-8 9.99
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ONE WORD FROM GOD CAN CHANGE 

YOUR DESTINY
In this powerful book you will gain the insight needed to place you on the road to your 

destiny and keep you there.

Copeland, Kenneth & 

Gloria

1-5779.4147-0 9.99

ONE WORD FROM GOD CAN CHANGE 

YOUR FORMULA FOR SUCCESS This dynamic book shares the biblical keys to success that can cause your thoughts, 

your words and your focus to line up with God's Word.

Copeland, Kenneth & 

Gloria

1-5779.4197-7 9.99

OPERATION RESCUE You can help stop the abortion holocaust. Terry, Randall A 0-8836.8209-5 £2.50

OUT OF ISLAM One muslim's journey to faith in Christ. Alam, Christopher 978.15918.58904 £11.50

OVERCOMING BLOOD, THE How to defeat today's enemy with God's powerful word. Lamb, Bob 0-8836.8270-2 4.99

PAUL THE APOSTLE An illustrated handbook on his life and travels. Boyd, Robert T 0-5291.0252-2 £11.40

PETER, THE MATURE MAN The true story of Peter speaks to us vividly today because he is indentified with every 

believer.  This is a step by step approach to spiritual growth in all circumstanes, 

whether happy or adverse.

Atkinson, Terry 1-8997.2108-8 £10.99

PLACE CALLED HEAVEN, A Through this anointed writing, the breathtaking beauty and joy that await every 

believer in Christ will become real to you.
Bounds, EM 0-8836.8958-8 £6.99

POINT MAN: TAKING NEW GROUND

The author helps men dig deeper into God's Word for solid, biblical direction to help 

them effectively guide their families through the moral chaos of today's society.

Farrar, Steve 0-8807.0825-5 £6.99

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF A CHRISTIAN 

SOCIETY The way the economy works is intimately bound up with fundamental issues of right 

and wrong and is itself bound up with one's religious perspective.  It is the calling and 

duty of the church to address and challenge immoral economic behaviour.

Perks, Stephen 0-9522.0583-1 £14.95

PORTAL IN PENSACOLA This is Renee's firsthand journal of the miraculous move of God through Brownsville 

Assembly of God.  
DeLoriea, Renee 1-5604.3189-X £4.99

POWERDIGM After explaining the working of the Powerdigm, the author goes on to explore the 

male/female differences relating to power and considers power in connection with 

relationships, depression, anxiety, addictions and anger.

Lind, Dr. Jayne 1-8542.4395-0 7.99

POWER FOR YOUR LIFE Andrew Murray discusses how to receive God's mighty blessing. Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8396-2 £2.50

POWER IN PRAYER, THE God loves to answer prayer and Scripture teaches that it is a simple thing to see 

answered prayer in our own lives.
Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8692-9 £0.99

POWER IN THE NAME God deeply desire to have a relationship of love with His people.  As you get to know 

Him more you will reap the blessings of His many promises.
Prince, Derek 978.16037.41217 £9.99

POWER OF A COVENANT HEART, THE

Drawing deeply from the lives of David and Jonathan, David Huskins carefully 

explains the critical aspects of covenant that people desperately need to understand 

and to implement, in order to change their lives and the world around them.

Huskins, David 0-7684.2116-0 £10.99

POWER OF BROKENNESS, THE Brokenness gives first, heals first, repents first, loves first.  It intercedes instead of 

accuses, covers instead of reveals, gathers and does not scatter, builds and does not 

destroy.

Nori, Don 1-5604.3178-4 £10.99

POWER OF COVENANT PRAYER, THE When you experience the power of covenant prayer your life is no longer your own.  

You are part of something much more powerful; the actual will of God.  When you pray 

there is a power attached to your intercession that demands strongholds of religious 

and cultural pride to fall before God's purposes.

Frangipane, Francis 0-8841.9548-1 £8.99

POWER OF INFLUENCE, THE Don't fall short of God's best.  Discover how God's system of influence and authority is 

set up and meant to work.
Harrison, Buddy 1-5779.4310-4 £3.99

POWER OF INTIMATE LOVE, THE In just eight easy to read chapters, you'll find the truth about God's wonderful plan for 

your love life.  The spiritual, emotional, mental and physical benefits are a lavish gift 

that any married couple can unwrap and begin to enjoy.

Brown, Karin 1-5779.4007-5 £7.99
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POWER OF PRAYER, THE Prayer is the answer to the poverty and powerlessness that have infested the church 

of Christ.  As you tap into the power of prayer, you will see lives and circumstances all 

around you begin to change.

Torrey, R A 0-8836.8607-4 £8.99

POWER OF THE BLOOD, THE In an exploration of the Scripture, Mary K Baxter leads the reader to a deeper 

understanding of the purpose and infinite provision of the shed blood of Christ.
Baxter, Mary K 0-8836.8989-8 £8.99

POWER POINTS FOR SUCCESS 100 electrifying stories to empower your dreams and brighten your day. Harrison, Bob 1-5629.2125-8 £9.99
POWERFUL PRINCIPLES OF INCREASE A series of lessons designed to help the reader experience financial breakthrough and 

be a blessing to others.
Avanzini, John 0-8927.4579-7 £7.75

PRACTICE OF GOD'S PRESENCE, THE Discover how to have a dynamic joyful relationship with the Lord.  Live every day, 

every hour in intimate fellowship with Him.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8590-6 £14.99

PRAISE, THE PASSWORD TO BLESSING Discover the astounding principles that can change a life of conflict to one of conquest 

and victory.
Gossett, Don 0-8836.8088-2 £1.95

PRAYER This treasury of devotional expressions will be a great encouragement for those who 

don't know how to pray 
Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8562-0 £4.99

PRAYERS AND PROCLAMATIONS Learn how to use the Bible as the authority over trials and temptations.  Prince, Derek 978.16037.41224 £5.99
PRAYERS THAT AVAIL MUCH A 365 day devotional and prayer journal.  Spiral bound Copeland, Germaine 978.16068.30024 £12.99
PRAYERS THAT AVAIL MUCH VOL 1 God's Word in an easy to use format, giving you the ability to pray effectively for your 

need.
Copeland, Germaine 1-5779.4062-8 £7.99

PRAYER THAT AVAIL MUCH FOR THE 

WORKPLACE

Your success at work is directly related to your relationship with God.  Don't try to take 

it all on your own; open this book and tap into His power.
Copeland, Germaine 978.15779.43495 £7.99

PRAYERS THAT BRING CHANGE
More than just a book on how to pray, this book is filled with actual prayers based on 

biblical principles that will help you live victoriously in every situation.

Daniels, Kimberly 978.15997.97519 £9.99

PRAYERS THAT ROUT DEMONS Prayers for defeating demons and overthrowing the power of darkness. Eckhardt, John 978.15997.92460 £8,75

PRAYING BEYOND GOD'S ABILITY Learn the principles of effectual prayers.  All things are possible within the limitations 

and boundaries God has established in His Word.  
Hicks, Roy R 0-8927.4052-3 £4.75

PRAYING FOR THE IMPOSSIBLE A prayer manual of life-changing principles that will turn dreams into reality. Harrison, Buddy 0-5779.4513-0 £3.99

PRAYING GOD'S WORD A book of principles and promises taken directly from Scripture that will enable you to 

see for yourself the power in praying God's Word.
Dufresne, Ed 0-8836.8280-X

PRAYING THAT RECEIVES 

ANSWERS

Prayer is what connects us to the Creator.  Without prayer we lack His 

guidance and His power in our lives.  

Bounds, EM 0-8836.8863-8 £6.99

PRAYING THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS Cleddie Keith lifts the Ten Commandments out of their natural habitat as a legal 

document and presents them as powerful truths motivating the reader towards prayer.

Keith, Cleddie 0-7684.3016-X £9.99

PRAYING WITH SMITH 

WIGGLESWORTH Wigglesworth was a powerful prayer warrior.  Now with this unique prayer guide, you 

too can pray with the same faith and fervour in your daily devotions.

Keefauver, Dr. Larry 1-9010.7414-5 £6.99

PREPARE FOR WAR In this manual, Dr. Brown writes from 7 years experience helping deliver many people 

out of hard-core satanism.
Brown, Dr. Rebecca 0-8836.8324-5 £9.99

PREPARE THE WAY This book is a road map to God's destiny for the body of Christ.  It is a call for yielding 

to His plans and purposes for the new millennium.
Stearns, Robert 0-8841.9630-5 £9.99

PREPARED FOR GREATNESS This book will help you understand the power of mercy and its role in preparing you for 

greatness.  
Bevan, Ray 0-9546.9410-4 £9.99

PRESENCE & WORK OF THE HOLY 

SPIRIT, THE

In this book, Torrey reveals the importance of the presence of the Holy Spirit in the 

believer's life.

Torrey, R A 0-8836.8177-3 £10.99
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PRESENT DAY MINISTRY OF JESUS 

CHRIST

The high priestly ministry of Jesus meets every need of the believer from the moment 

he is born again until he is ushered into the presence of God at the end of life.  We are 

commissioned to go and tell others of the provisions He has made for them to enter 

into this life abundant.

Hagin, Kenneth E 0-8927.6014-1 £2.99

PRICE OF SPIRITUAL POWER, THE A collection of 4 best-selling books:  Holding to the Word of the Lord; The Quest for 

Spiritual Hunger; The Price of Spiritual Power, Spiritual Timing.

Liardon, Roberts 1-5777.8129-5 £8.50

PRINCIPLES AND POWER OF 

VISION (Hardback)

Keys to achieving personal and corporate destiny. Munroe, Dr. Myles 0-8836.8951-0 £14.99

PRIMARY PURPOSE This book is full of proven principles that will allow the church in your city to make a 

major impact on its community.
Haggard, Ted 0-8841.9381-0 £9.99

PRISON TO PRAISE In simple terms Merlin Carothers issues a radical challenge to praise God in all 

circumstances.  Miracles, power and victory will all be part of what God does in our 

lives when we learn to rejoice in all things.

Carothers, Merlin 978.03406.56273 £6.99

PROFILES IN COURAGEOUS 

MANHOOD

This book contains the inspiring stories of humble heroes who stood strong in the face 

of overwhelming obstacles.

Cole, Ed 1-5777.8087-6 £7.99

PROMISES WORTH KEEPING Promises Worth Keeping offers suggestions, ideas and goals that can help a man to 

become the type of Christian he so desperately desires to be.
Pink, Michael Q 0-5291.0630-2 £3.99

PROPER ATTITUDES TOWARDS 

LEADERSHIP Attitudes can affect your success spiritually as well as naturally.  Robyn Gool exlains 

how you should view leaders in the church and throughout your spiritual life.

Gool, Robyn 0-8836.8650-3 6.99

PROPHET'S HANDBOOK, THE Discover the role of the prophetic ministry and why it is so necessary today. Price, Paula A 978.16037.40197 £11.99

PROSPERITY PROMISES This book is full of God's Word to increase yo faith and develop your confidence that 

God is not only able, but also willing, to meet all your needs.

Copeland, Kenneth & 

Gloria

1-5756.2036-7 £7.99

PROTECTING YOUR FAMILY During these dangerous times it's easy to find ourselves feeling afraid.  And there is 

nothing the enemy enjoys more than seeing God's people live in fear.  But we do not 

need to be afraid.  God knows what lies ahead and He has everything we need to see 

us through to victory over the enemy.

Copeland Kutz, Kellie 1-5779.4272-8 £6.99

PROTECTION FROM DECEPTION
Satan is plotting a scheme to deceive believers with supernatural signs and wonders 

of his own.  With relentless deceptions, the devil tries to keep us from the Divine love 

and protection of God.  Don't be deceived, you can engage in spiritual battles and win.

Prince, Derek 978.08836.82302 £8.99

PSALM 151 Here is a Psalm which deals with bad backs and putting up shelves; the struggles of a 

cartoonist, husband, father and lay reader to make sense of a faith which seems to be 

at odds with the world in which he lives.

Hewitt, Tom 1-9005.07706 £3.99

PUPPET ON A STRING Helena's story of her journey out of anorexia. Wilkinson, Helena 1-9039.0518-4 £9.99

PURSUIT OF THE GOOD LIFE, THE
God has made a way for you to meet Him and has created a map for you to follow.  

Using the tabernacle of Moses, Ted Haggard shows how God invited you into His 

presence and gave you a road map to becoming a competent Christian.

Haggard, Ted 1-5918.5996-4 10.99

QUIET REFLECTIONS OF HOPE 

(Hardcover)

120 devotions to start your day on a positive tone. 978.08007.19289 £7.99

RADICAL RENEWAL In the course of this book the author discusses the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, the 

mind of Christ, the role of spiritual gifts, the pastor as a "superstar" and renewal that is 

deeply spiritual and immediately practical.

Snyder, Howard 1-8808.2897-9 £10.75

RAISING CHILDREN WITHOUT 

GOING INSANE

Jane Evans, a mother of 3, shares the triumphs and challenges of motherhood.  Her 

stories will make you laugh, cry but also inspire you to help shape your children's 

destiny.

Evans, Jane 978.08836.87246 £8.50
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RAPTURE BOOK, THE The message of this book will inspire in you a realistic hope for the future and show 

you what needs to be done to assure the security of you and your family in these days.
Chatham, Doug 0-8836.8046-7 £2.50

REALITY OF THE SUPERNATURAL 

WORLD, THE

The Reality of the Supernatural World teaches how Spirit filled believers can take 

back what satan has perverted, allowing them to explore the supernatural realms that 

God wants them to experience.

Bentley, Todd 978.07684.26700 £8.50

REAP THE HARVEST This book is an excellent how-to-get-it-done guide for cell group life with a purpose: 

the harvest.  
Comskey, Joel 1-8808.2813-8 £15.99

RECEIVING POWER FROM GOD God is able and willing to give you all spiritual blessings and power.  Discover how you 

can live daily in fellowship with Him and stand in His strength.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8647-3 £6.99

REDISCOVERING THE KINGDOM 

(hardcover)

This book will defy almost every concept you hve about religion, as he shifts the focus 

away from religion towards the ultimate issue - the Kingdom of God.
Munroe, Dr. Myles 978.07644.22177 £17.50

RELEASING YOUR POTENTIAL Releasing Your Potential is a complete, integrated, principles-centered approach to 

releasing the awesome potential trapped within you.
Munroe, Dr. Myles 1-5604.3072-8 £9.99

RELEASING YOUR POTENTIAL 

WORKBOOK

Workbook to accompany Myles Munroe's book. Munroe, Dr. Myles 1-5604.3093-1 £7.99

REMNANT, THE This book stirs up hunger in the body of Christ for the move of God's Spirit. Barclay, Dr. Mark T 0-9448.0200-1 £7.99

RENEW ME Finding the Holy Spirit when in spiritual crisis. Greco, David 0-8841.9571-6 £8.99

RESOLVING CONFLICT IN 

MARRIAGE

Darrell Hines call on you to recognise the spiritual forces that are intent on destroying 

your marriage.  He challenges you to rediscover and reconnect with the foundational 

principles that keep a marriage together.

Hines, Darrell 978.08836.87291 £10.50

RESURRECTION TRUE OR FALSE? Biblical evidence for the resurrection by Greek scholar Spiros Zodhiates. Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7524-2 £5.75

RESTORING A NATION'S 

FOUNDATIONS

Our country is under attack, from both inside and out: our Christian foundations 

threatened from within, our security threatened from without.  If our strong foundations 

crumble, who will defend us from those bent on our destruction?

Owens, Jimmy & Carol 978.15997.92248 £12.99

RESTORING THE HOUSE OF GOD This book shows the power of restoring the Church by restoring the intimacy of 

relationship with our Lord and then with the people God has put into our lives.
Reid, Dr. Frank M 1-5604.36349-3 £7.99

RIGHT PEOPLE, RIGHT PLACE, 

RIGHT PLAN (hardcover)

Jentezen Franklin reveals how, through the Holy Spirit, you can tap into the heart and 

mind of the Almighty.
Franklin, Jentezen 978.08836.82760 £19.99

RIVER OF LIFE, THE Discover the source of the abundant supply of God's grace that transforms our lives 

so that we can impact our world for Jesus Christ.
Frangipane, Francis 0-8836.8453-5 £3.99

RUN TO THE BATTLE A compilation of 3 bestselling books:  The Invading Force; A Call to Action; Run to the 

Battle.
Liardon, Roberts 1-5777.8115-5 £7.99

RUNNING WITH YOUR SECOND WINDMany Churches seem to have lost ground but God is preparing a re-energised Church 

to emerge - one like the world has never seen.  This book teaches proven principles 

on living in His presence and shares testimonies of people whose lives have been 

changed, churches that have been reignited and communities that have been 

signifacantly impacted as a result.

Corbett, Philip 978.15816.94727 £10.99

SATAN UNMASKED Pastor Colin Dye exposes the way that the forces of evil are operating in the church 

and the world today and how to overcome the enemy in your life.
Dye, Colin 1-8984.4401-3 £6.99

SATAN'S MARK EXPOSED This book discusses the mark of the beast and the antichrist. Kirban, Salem 0-9125.8236-7 £4.50

SECRET OF FAITH, THE
A fresh understanding of faith that will enable you to overcome every obstacle.

Finney, Charles 978.16037.42443 £5.99
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SECRET OF WIGGLESWORTH'S 

POWER, THE

By exploring Smith Wigglesworth's life you will see that God can use you in a powerful 

way no matter who you are or what limitations you think you have.

Madden, Peter J 0-8836.8586-8 £7.99

SECRET POWER When you have the Holy Spirit to guide you, you can live a truly effective life that will 

touch and inspire those around you.
Moody, DL 0-8836.8848-4 £6.50

SECRETS FOR WINNING AT WORK 

(Hardback)
20 inspirational keys for success in your career. Murdock, Mike 1-5629.2048-0 10.99

SELF-CENTREDNESS: THE ROOT 

OF ALL GRIEF

Learn how the knowledge that Christ lives in us can change the way we respond in a 

crisis.  Love, joy and peace can be ours even in the worst situations.
Wommack, Andrew 978.19062.41018 £2.00

SENSITIVITY OF THE SPIRIT, THE Learning the difference between being sensitive to the Holy Spirit and being aware of 

the sensitivity of the Holy Spirit.  
Kendall, RT 978.08841.98444 £14.99

SEPTUAGINT WITH APOCRYPHA Greek and English Hendrickson 0-9135.7344-2 £39.95

SEVEN PILLARS OF HEALTH, THE How to achieve in just 50 days the natural way to better health for your life. Colbert, Dr. Don 978.15997.90947 £9.99

SEXUAL INTEGRITY Understand why God created sexuality and discover the pleasure of honouring this 

most precious gift.
Cole, Ed 1-5777.8031-0 £5.99

SHAPING HISTORY THROUGH 

PRAYER AND & FASTING

Learn how you can implement change in your family, church, locality, country and the 

world through prayer and fasting.

Prince, Derek 978.08836.87734 £11.99

SHARE THE FIRE The Toronto Blessing and Grace-based evangelism. Chevreau, Guy 1-5604.3688-1 £9.50

SHARPEN YOUR DISCERNMENT This book will help you to understand spiritual discernment and to apply it in every of 

your life.
Liardon, Roberts 1-5777.8029-9 £7.99

SIGNATURE OF GOD, THE
This expanded edition contains additional research proving the Bible is inspired by 

God.  New computer discoveries from the Bible Codes revealing how the September 

11 Islamic terrorist attack were encoded in the Hebrew text thousands of years ago.

Jeffrey, Grant E 0-9217.1474-2 £12.50

SHOUT Today, God is calling His Church to begin to shout unto God with a voice of triumph 

continually.
Gibson, Billy 978.15997.98639 £8.99

SIGNIFICANT LIVING (Hardcover) Your latter years can be, by far, the most fruitful and satisfying season of your life.  

Follow the suggestions in this book and you will keep on course for a future of 

significance.

Rose, Jerry & Shirley 978.16037.40852 £17.49

SINGLE, MARRIED, SEPARATED 

AND LIFE AFTER DIVORCE

Myles Munroe brings new insight into these four areas. Munroe, Dr. Myles 978.07684.2202-3 £9.99

SINGLE TRUTH, THE This book offers liberating truths about singleness and clears away the fog and lies 

surrounding it.
Smith, Lori 0-7684.3004-6 £5.99

SMITH WIGGLESWORTH SPEAKS TO 

STUDENTS OF THE BIBLE (hardcover)

This powerful collection of never before published Bible school teachings have been 

transcribed exactly as they were delivered over 70 years ago.  
Liardon, Roberts 1-5777.8058-2 £8.99

SMOKING THE MANGO TREES
An extraordinary story of spiritual discovery and growth from the Filipino jungles.

Haworth, Martin C 1-8542.4594-5 £7.99

SNAKES & LADDERS
This book offers invaluable insights for us all as we face life's trials.  God has a plan 

for each of us and whatever the circumstances, His love for us does not change.

Wilkinson, Helena 978.19039.05289 £9.99

SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME
A short autobiography tells the story of Jim Glazebrook's love for God and of flying 

and how the two come together with the development of Mission Aviation Fellowship.

Glazebrook, Jim 1-9039.0523-0 £7.99

SONG OF THE VIRGIN, THE An indepth study on The Songs of Solomon Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7510-2 £3.99

SOULWINNER, THE In this book, Spurgeon crystallises the wisdom and experience of a lifetime as a 

soulwinner.
Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8709-7 £6.00
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SPIRIT FILLED LIFE, THE
Charles Finney shows you how to be sure of your salvation so that you can enter into 

its fullness with all the benefits and blessings of the new life that God desires for you.

Finney, Charles 0-8836.8336-9 £5.99

SPIRIT OF LEADERSHIP, THE 

(hardcover)

Cultivating the attitudes that influence human action. Munroe, Dr. Myles 0-8836.8983-9 £14.99

SPIRIT LED FAMILY, THE Family life doesn't have to be a contest.  This book will show you how you can 

experience the love, peace and joy which is meant to be yours.
Robley, Rob & Grace 0-8836.8033-5 £2.75

SPIRITUAL BURNOUT In our desire to please God, we find ourselves living by rules, rituals and formulas that 

turn our relationship with God into a religion.  Christianity is not a religion that depends 

on rules or formulas to gain God's acceptance - it is a dynamic relationship with God 

through Jesus Christ.

Smith, Malcolm 978.18800.89248 £6.99

SPIRITUAL POWER An easy to read little book on the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Basham, Don 0-8836.8075-0 £1.95

SPIRITUAL WARFARE This book reveals the enemy's strategies and equips you to engage in spiritual battles 

and win.
Hickey, Marilyn 978.16037.42245 £10.50

SPIRITUAL WARFARE Victorious spiritual warfare is possible only as the Holy Spirit impowers individuals in 

the Body of Christ.  Learn all of the techniques and strategies available in your full 

arsenal of weapons.

Ing, Richard 0-8836.8385-7 £3.50

SPIRITUAL WARFARE
The author shows how to effectively silence satan's roar by using God's authority.

Bloomer, George 0-8836.8683-X £9.99

SPIRITUAL WARFARE Headquarters: The Heavenlies; The Battlefield: Our minds!  All Christians are involved 

in this battle whether they realise it or not!
Prince, Derek 978.08836.86706 £9.99

SPURGEON ON PRAISE Spurgeon explains that you can always have joy in your heart, regardless of your 

circumstances.
Spurgeon C H 978.16037.40425 £5.99

SPURGEON'S LITTLE INSTRUCTION 

BOOK

This little book is packed with engaging stories about Spurgeon, details of his ministry 

and powerful quotes from his sermons.

Honor Books 978.15629.21590 £5.99

SPURGEON'S SERMONS Volumes 3-4;  7-8;  9-10. 0-8010-1113-2 10.99each

STANDING ON THE ROCK God prepares us for everything that's ahead through His covenants.  This book tells 

you how to enter into those covenants with God.
Brown, Rebecca 1-8798.5492-9 £10.99

STICK-TO-IT-IVENESS SUCCEEDS How to persevere and succeed! Furman, Foster F 0-8995.7076-3

STOLEN PROPERTY RETURNED Ripped off? Robbed? Stolen from?  The Bible always has an answer guaranteed to 

get results.
Avanzini, John 0-8927.4598-3 £5.35

STONES OF REMEMBRANCE How twelve visitations of the Holy Spirit changed one woman's life. Pickett, Fuchsia 0-8841.9538-4 £9.75

STOREHOUSE PRINCIPLE, THE 

(Hardcover)

A revolutionary God idea for creating extraordinary financial stability. Jandl, A & Van Crouch 978.09743.87606 £!4.99

STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT SEX
This book faces the issues aroused by today's sexual revolution and answers them.

Chant, Barry 0-8836.8078-5 £4.99

STRONG FAITH Charles Spurgeon explains what faith is, how to obtain it, and how to use it. Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8341-5 £2.50

STRONG MEDICINE When the enemy attacks, God turns it for good.  Learn how to counteract the works of 

the adversary, understanding that God's strong medicine - the power of His presence - 

always shows up when we are at our weakest.

Hunter, Millicent 978.08836.86607 £9.99

SUPERNATURAL CHILDBIRTH Experiencing the promises of God concerning conception and delivery. Mize, Jackie 0-8927.4756-0 £8.75

SURPRISING WORK OF GOD The account of the Famous American preacher, Jonathan Edwards on the wonderful 

revival in Northampton, New England.
Edwards, Jonathan 0-8836.8237-0 £6.50

TAKING OUR CITIES FOR GOD This revised handbook with its thirteen-lesson study guide invites you to take part in a 

clean-up effort that will open the heavens above your city and allow God's blessings to 

flow freely.

Dawson, John 0-8841.9746-6 £9.99
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TELL ME AGAIN This book is one woman's call to hear the cry of the children.  Patricia Morgan 

combines her culture, her beliefs and her passion to issue a ringing challenge that will 

stir your heart.

Morgan, Patricia Dr. 1-5604.3180-6 £8.99

TELLING THE GOSPEL 70 powerful stories about Jesus.  Most are taken from the Gospel of Luke. Hartman, Bob 978.18542.49616 £10.99

THAT NONE SHOULD PERISH How to reach entire cities for Christ through prayer evangelism Silvoso, Ed 0-8307.1690-4 £8.99

THEY DRANK FROM THE RIVER 

AND DIED IN THE WILDERNESS

The river will never provide what only the Lord can provide.  Don't die in the 

wilderness.  Learn how to go on in your experience with God.

Ravenhill, David 0-7684.2038-5 £7.99

THINGS THAT ARE BETTER THAN 

MONEY

John Avanzini shows from Scripture that many things are much more valuable than 

mere money.  He documents for the Church the balance the message of abundance 

has needed.

Avanzini, John 0-8927.4781-1 £4.99

THIS IS YOUR DAY FOR A MIRACLE The dramatic, real-life stories will inspire you and Benny Hinn's Bible-based teaching 

on the key to your miracle will give you a greater understanding of why Jesus heals 

today.

Hinn, Benny 0-8841.9509-0 £6.99

THREE HABITATIONS OF DEVILS Demons can dwell in nations, cities and individual beings, human or animal.  The 

great challenge is for the believer, using the power of Jesus' Name to defeat and 

destroy all the works of the devil.

Sumrall, Lester 0-8836.8293-1 £1.95

THRESHOLD OF GLORY Where mortals touch the invisible.  This book will stimulate you and give you that little 

push you need to take you over the edge into the glory.
Destiny Image 0-7684.2044-X £10.99

THRESHING FLOOR, THE How to know without a doubt that God hears you every prayer Bynum, Juanita 1-5918.5898-4 £9.50
THROUGH FIRE & THROUGH WATER (Hardcover)The blow-by-blow account of one woman's battle against a dreaded enemy cancer 

and her triumph over the circumstances that tried to destroy her life.
Price, Betty 978.08837.98208 £9.99

THUNDER IN PARADISE The outline of this book is biblically accurate, yet the day to day details and characters 

are fictitious.
Cash, Jonathan R 0-8836.8656-2 £13.99

THY WILL BE DONE E.M. Bounds shows us that when we pray with the confidence of a child, we 

will find that God is eager to answer.

Bounds, EM 0-8836.8449-7 £12.50

TODAY GOD IS FIRST (Hardcover) 365 meditations on the principles of Christ in the workplace. 0-7684.2049-0 £15.99

TOUCHING THE HEART OF GOD A contemporary book on prayer by a man who prays. Gruen, Ernest J 0-8836.8175-7 £2.50

TRAINING FOR REIGNING Strategies for building character and maturity in Christ. Godwin, Rick 0-8841.9461-2 £7.99

TREASURES IN HEAVEN The wife of India's most famous modern missionary reveals her personal 

struggles and private victories.

Buntain, Huldah 0-8836.8217-6 £1.95

TREASURES OF HEAVEN IN THE 

STUFF OF EARTH

Colourful stories of ordinary people from everday life - encountering an 

extraordinary God in the most ordinary places.

Mason, Babbie 978.08841.97256 9.99

TRUE MEASURE OF A WOMAN, THE Discover your intrinsic value and see yourself as God does. Bevere, Lisa 978.15997.91500 £12.50

TRUE NATURE OF GOD, THE Often, human perspective and the mechanics of Christianity eclipse the true 

nature of God - the God who wants nothing more than to share an intimate 

friendship with His children.

Wommack, Andrew 1-9062.4147-6 £7.50

TRUE VINE, THE In this 30 day devotional, Andrew Murray draws upon the gospel parable of 

the vine and its branches to illustrate the beautiful relationship we are meant 

to have with Christ.

Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8761-5 £5.99

TRUST AND TRAGEDY Encountering God in times of crisis. Tenney, Tommy 0-7852.6466-3 £4.99

TRUTH ABOUT ANGELS, THE Angelic encounters from a biblical perspective Law, Terry 978.15918.5959X £12.99

TRUTH IS OUT THERE, THE Don't you want to know what really is going on, who really is pulling the strings 

in our world today?  Wouldn't it be a refreshing change to be presented with 

the real truth?

Maltz, Steve 978.18602.45732 £6.99

TURNING THE TIDE Living in moral chaos, what can be done to begin Turning the Tide. Smith, Malcolm 1-8800.8925-4 £3.99
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TWO KINDS OF FAITH, THE This book shows the difference between real faith, mental assent and hope. Kenyon, E W 1-5777.0008-2 £9.99

UNBROKEN CURSES This book reveals the necessary biblical steps to recognise, prevent and break every 

type of curse.
Brown, Rebecca 0-8836.8372-5 £9.99

UNCONDITIONAL JOY Why settle for happiness when you can unconditional joy.  Taken from the Beatitudes 

this books explains how to obtain joy and keep it!
Nowell, Dr. Glenn 0-8836.8713-5 £8.99

UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE 

AND POWER OF MEN When males understand the purpose God has given them and the true design of their 

relationship with females, they will be free to fulfill their destiny and potential.

Munroe, Dr. Myles 0-8836.8725-9 £8.50

UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE 

AND POWER OF PRAYER

Through his unique perspective on this often-misunderstood subject, Myles Munroe 

takes the mystery out of prayer, providing practical answers for difficult questions 

about communicating with God.

Munroe, Dr. Myles 0-8836.8442-X £8.50

UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE 

AND POWER OF A WOMAN To live successfully in the world, women need a new awareness of who they are, and 

new skills to meet today's challenges.  Whether you are a woman or a man, married 

or single, this book will help you to understand the woman as she was meant to be.

Munroe, Dr. Myles 0-8836.8671-6 £11.50

UNDERSTANDING LEADERSHIP Based on years of proven leadership/management experience and scholarly biblical 

insight, Tom Marshall opens up fresh perspectives on the essentials of New 

Testament leadership.

Marshall, Tom 1-8524.0053-6 £9.99

UNDERSTANDING YOUR 

POTENTIAL This is a motivating, provacative look at the awesome potential trapped with us that is 

waiting to be realized.  It will turn failure into motivation and mediocrity into excellence.

Munroe, Dr. Myles 1-5604.3046-7 £13.99

UNSHAKEABLE PEACE Based on the book of Haggai, this book unlocks the secret of knowing His peace.  The 

Church that Jesus is building, the latter house of greater glory will be marked by 

Unshakeable Peace in the time of global shaking!

Varner, Kelly 1-5604.3137-7 £7.99

WAY TO GOD, THE All of God's goodness and mercy can be yours for the asking.  Just follow the teaching 

presented in this book and your life will be wonderfully changed and miraculously 

blessed.  The Joy of the Lord will be yours!

Moody, DL 0-8836.8131-5 £2.50

WE DON'T DIE WE KILL OURSELVES Speaking from his own personal knowledge and experience based on years of 

research, Dr. Roger De Haan reveals the true nature and magnitude of our nutritional 

and health crisis and offers practical, common-sense solutions.

De Haan, Dr. Roger 978.09247.48672 £12.99

WELCOMING THE PRESENCE OF 

THE SPIRIT

A 30 day devotional bible study for individuals or groups.  You'll discover not only the 

Spirit's role in scripture but how you too can impart His anointed, life changing power 

in ministry to others.

Keefauver, Larry 0-8841.9470-1 £4.99

WESTMINSTER PULPIT 80th Anniversary Edition Commentary Set -  books 1 to 10 G Campbell Morgan 978.08010.11054 £65.00

WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW MAY BE 

KILLING YOU! (Hardcover)
You know that proper diet, exercise and rest can keep you in good health.  But you're 

not sure you're doing enough.  You've seen family or friends devastated by illness - 

even those who cared for their health.  Could they have done more to prevent 

disease?  What they did probably helped but there's more to creating and sustaining 

good health than you may know.

Colbert, Dr. Don 0-8841.9627-5 £14.99

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE 

POWER OF GOD

Is the Charismatic Church slain in the Spirit or Down for the Count? Brown, Michael L 1-5604.3042-7 £10.50

WHEN CHRIST RETURNS Christ's second coming and the judgement that will follow are fascinating subjects to 

consider in our troubled generation.  Charles Spurgeon explores many aspects of 

these end-time events and the role of Christians in them.

Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8433-0 £2.75

WHEN GRIEF LEAVES THE 

DICTIONARY AND COMES TO YOUR 

HOME.

This book contains a few pivotal points of the grieving process. Points which the 

author came face to face with through the loss of their first daughter as a baby and 

then some time later, their adult daughter through sudden illness.

Greening, Kindah EWGLTD £7.99
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WHEN LIFE TAKES MORE THAN IT 

GIVES

Life sometimes asks women to endure circumstances that are beyond reason.  Mums, 

grandmothers, wives, teachers.  They're always giving because others are always 

demanding.  What's the secret of those who make it?

Coyle, Neva 1-5566.1589-2 £7.99

WHEN LOVING YOU IS WRONG
As you discover how much God loves you, you will come to realise that He wants you 

to have the best, most fulfilling relationship of all - intimacy with Him.  Out of your 

closeness with the Lord will stem the best in earthly relationships.

Bloomer, George 0-8836.8504-3 £8.75

WHEN THEY SAY YOU ARE GOING 

TO DIE

A powerful miracle healing testimony bringing hope to the terminally ill. Asbury, Carl & Linda 0-8927.4784-6 £5.99

WHITE CANE RELIGION 12 anointed messages from the Brownsville Revival. Hill, Stephen 1-5604.3186-5 £4.99

WHO DO YOU SAY THAT I AM? In this book some of the most prominent international biblical and theological scholars 

suggest new and exciting ways of understanding the Christology of every major 

witness in the New Testament canon.

Powell, Mark A &              

Bauer, David R.

978.06642.57521 £25.00

WHO IS THIS KING? Encouraged by some of the ways that God used to teach Rose George I.e. dreams, 

visions, revelations and personal experiences - all backed up by God's Word, you too 

can enter in to a deeper love relationship with Christ.

George, Rose 1-9039.0512-5 £8.99

WITH WINGS AS EAGLES Andrew Murray provides refreshing insights on the power of effective prayer and the 

strength to be found in waiting on God.
Murray, Andrew 0-8836.8851-4 £9.50

WHY GOD PERMITS ACCIDENTS Spiros Zodhiates takes his thoughts from Luke 13 and clarifies the origin and purpose 

of accidents and suffering.
Zodhiates, Spiros 0-8995.7537-4 £6.99

WHY GOOD PEOPLE MESS UP This book explains the powerful unseen forces that can drive people into adultery and 

other sexual sins.  It includes practical guidelines and understanding for everyone 

involved.

Sandford, John L 978.15997.92088 £9.99

WHY KINGDOMS FALL This is the story of a preacher's journey from the brink of a total breakdown to the solid 

ground of complete victory in Christ.
Morton, Bishop Paul 1-5777.8078-7 £7.50

WHY THE HELL AM I IN DEBT? God created the earth with a vast amount of wealth in it.  He has also given us 

intelligence and talents to use for His kingdom and for our own benefit.  This book will 

teach you the true Biblial definition of success and how to achieve it.

Coady, Ron 1-5975.5040-X £5.99

WHY SIBERIA An amazing account of the signs, wonders and miracles that happened in 1994 in 

Siberia.
Hathaway, David 0-9525.1320-X £4.99

WINNERS ARE NOT THOSE WHO 

NEVER FAIL BUT THOSE WHO 

NEVER QUIT

With practical advice and strong encouragement from the Bible, this book motivates 

you to face your crisis, overcome it and enjoy your greatest success in life.

Cole, Ed 1-5777.8079-5 £6.50

WINNING THE INVISIBLE WAR
EM Bounds has insighfully taken the Biblial principles of spiritual warfare and 

organised them into a battle plan that will be nothing less than victorious.

Bounds, EM 0-8836.8145-5 £1.95

WITHOUT WALLS This is a blueprint for reaching your city with the gospel and literally seeing the walls of 

your church extend to the four corners of your city.
White, Randy 0-8841.9564-3 £9.99

WORDS OF CHEER This book is full of inspiration and insight that will challenge any reader to a greater 

level of joy in their lives regardless of outward circumstances.
Spurgeon C H 0.8836.8269-9 £2.50

WORDS OF WISDOM FOR DAILY 

LIVING

Charles Spurgeon reflects on topics from short beds to capital punishment, 

approaching each with a sound biblical perspective.

Spurgeon C H 0-8836.8368-7 £2.25

WORKS OF BENJAMIN B WARFIELD 

I

Vol I Revelation and Inspiration; Vol III Christology and Criticism:  Vol IV Studies in 

Tertullian and Augustine; Vol V Calvin and Calvinism; Vol VI The Westminster 

Assembly and its work; Vol VII Perfectionism Part One.

0-8010.9645-6 10.99 each
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WORLD'S GUIDE TO 

UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE

A fundamental, yet thorough guide to interpreting and understanding the Bible. Pierson, AT 0-5291.0336-2 £3.99

WORLD'S LAST DICTATOR, THE Learn the truth behind coming events that will stun the world! Kinman, Dwight L 0-8836.8445-4 £9.99

YOU ARE A GOD CHASER IF…. (Hardcover)This book unravels the mystery of the God chasers and clearly describes their radical 

worship and fervent chase.
Tenney,Tommy 0-7684.2164-0 £9.99

YOU CAN BE HEALED How to believe God for your healing. Daugherty, Billy Joe 0-8927.4876-1 £9.99

YOU CAN PREDICT YOUR FUTURE You can know God's chosen path for your life.  As you learn to discern God's will for 

your life, you will develop the ability to predict your future.
Brown, Tom 0-8836.8386-5 £2.50

YOU HAVE NOT MANY FATHERS Those in ministry today must develop the heart of a father and raise up a 

generation of sons and daughters in a double portion anointing.

Hanby, Dr. Mark 1-5604.3166-0 £8.25

YOU SHALL RECEIVE POWER Receiving the presence of the Holy Spirit into your life. Prince, Derek 0-8836.8785-2 £9.99

YOUR VICTORY IN CHRIST John Bunyan tells the exciting story of the struggle between good and evil. Bunyan, John 0-8836.8518-3 £3.75

YOUR VICTORY IN JESUS Through many true life stories, D L Moody shows how you can experience a 

much better low now and can live the overcoming, joy-filled life that God has 

made available to all Christians.

Moody, DL 978.16037.40456 £5.99

YOU'VE ALREADY GOT IT This book is filled with the good news that God's response isn't based on the 

things you must do; it's based on what Jesus did.

Wommack, Andrew 978.19062.41001 £7.00

10 HOURS TO LIVE
A true story of healing and supernatural living.  It includes many other testimonies of 

people who have been supernaturally healed by the power of God.

Wills, Brian 978.16037.42436 £10.50

50 DAYS FOR A SOARING VISION This daily devotional is designed to help open the eyes of our hearts to see clearly the 

realities of the spiritual realm and be united with the heart of God.
Joyner, Rick 1-9293.7105-5 £9.99

60 THINGS GOD SAIDS ABOUT SEX God made us to be sexual creatures and we ought to understand the pattern 

he intended for us to follow in our sexual relationships.

Sumrall, Lester 0-8836.8316-4 £4.50

100 ANSWERS TO 100 QUESTIONS 

ABOUT GOD

We all have unanswered questions and perhaps even misinformation about 

God.  Now you can get the truth as this book addresses your greatest 

concerns.

Empson, Lila 978.15997.92729 £8.99

100 ANSWERS TO 100 QUESTIONS 

ABOUT GOD'S PROMISES FOR YOU

Ever since the beginning, God has made promises.  But what do His words 

thousands of years ago mean for you today.  This book reveals the purpose, 

the power and the provision behind God's promises to you.

Empson, Lila 978.15997.92736 £8.99

100 ANSWERS TO 100 QUESTIONS 

TO ASK BEFORE YOU SAY "I DO"

Getting married is the biggest decision of your life.  Now you can make it with 

confidence, knowing what questions to ask to ensure your compatibility for a 

life of happiness together.

Empson, Lila 978.15997.92750 £8.99

100 ANSWERS TO 100 QUESTIONS 

ABOUT LOVING YOUR WIFE
As a husband, you want to be all your wife deesires.  You want to love her in a way 

that lives up to her expectations.  This book provides the insights you need to be the 

best husband you can be.

Empson, Lila 978.15997.92774 £8.99

100 ANSWERS TO 100 QUESTIONS 

ABOUT PRAYER

How can you connect more deeply with God, whether you're new to prayer or have 

been praying for years?  This book reveals the astounding purpose and power of 

prayer and its vital role in your life and in the lives of those you pray for.

Empson, Lila 978.15997.92743 £8.99

12,000 INSPIRATIONAL 

QUOTATIONS (Hardcover)

This comprehensive collection of inspirational quotations from history's 

greatest thinkers includes 12,000 quotations culled from 2,500 sources.

Mead, Frank S 978.18928.59174 £12.50
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